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Sonam Kachru

What is it like  
to become a likeness  
of oneself? 
Gestures of Light, Motion and Mind  
at the Surfaces of Representation1

1    Material from this essay was presented at two occasions at the Forum Transregionale 
Studien, Berlin: once at the fifth Colloquium of the Forum convened by the program 
Art Histories And AestHetic PrActices, on the topic “Aesthetic Practices, Ekphrasis 
and Description”, on March 3, 2014; and once on January 20, 2014, at a colloquium 
convened by the program ZukunftsPHilogie. I am grateful to the directors of these 
programs, Hannah Bader and Islam Dayeh respectively, for inviting my participation, 
and I should like to thank the audience at both events, and the Fellows of ZukunftsPHi-
lologie (2013-2014) for their valuable comments. I am grateful to Stefanie Rentsch for 
her invaluable commentary and encouragement—particularly with respect to her sug-
gestion that this essay is dealing with something quite importantly distinct from ek-
phrasis alone—and for finding a home for this essay. I would like to record my debt to 
Prashant Keshavmurthy’s brilliant meditation on the meanings of self-representation 
and ekphrasis in his essay “Bīdil’s Portrait: an Introduction to Sufi Poetics”, an essay 
I was fortunate enough to read while writing, and happily soon forthcoming in the 
journal Philological Encounters. 



This essay explores the invocation of painting in a trope of Sanskrit 
literature which would have it that people can become like painted 
likenesses of themselves. While considering the invocation of painting 
in Sanskrit literature (with special reference to the work of Kālidāsa), 
the essay is particularly concerned with the Buddhist poet Aśvaghoṣa 
(fl. 1st-2nd century C.E.) and his use of this trope. As used by Aśvaghoṣa 
this trope functions as a figure of figuration, inviting us to think through 
two questions at once: firstly, what is it to be a human being? And sec-
ondly, what are the continuities between the kind of representation the 
arts of literature and painting make possible? Exploring these ques-
tions together—while exploring the place of self-representation in our 
images of ourselves—I argue that Aśvaghoṣa carefully modulates his 
use of such figures of figuration—his invocation of painting in lan-
guage—to promote a radical model of literary attention or reading, 
and a radical experience of language.

Sonam Kachru was ZukunftsPHilologie Fellow 2013/2014 at the Fo-
rum Transregionale Studien, Berlin. He specializes in the history of 
philosophy, with a focus on Buddhist and Brahmanical philosophical 
traditions in premodern South Asia. Sonam Kachru is currently As-
sistant Professor in the Department of Religous Studies at the Univer-
sity of Virginia.
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4 Sonam Kachru What is it like to become a likeness of oneself?

Just as in the case of a painting of a woman on a wall, when she is fur-
nished with every limb, and due to the appearance of hair, her hue, 
stature and the like, the mind of the naïve moves … all sensory phe-
nomena are thus, like paintings on a scroll.

—Mañjuśrīnairātmyāvatārasūtra1

I resemble everyone,

But myself

—A. K. Ramanujan, Self-Portrait

I see your body in the dark vines;

Your pointed glances in trembling looks

Of startled deer; the reflected beauty 

Of your face in the moon; your tresses

In the peacock’s plume, and the diverting 

Grace of your eyebrows in straying ripples 

On the river’s water—but look, 

My anxious love: no likeness of you yourself,

Ever, gathered in a single place.

—Kālidāsa, The Cloud-Messenger2

1   �Mañjuśrīnairātmyāvatārasūtra 26: khu� ttauranā� hamadā� strīya� pīrūna� *harbaiśya�
*agyā�śuau’�sta�/�gūna�cha�sakṣā�dyāena�vara�jaḍā�aysmva�khauysda // Text and transla-
tion after Giuliana Martini, “Tracing the Sources of the Book of Zambasta: The Case of 
the Yakṣa Painter Simile and the Kāśyapaparivarta”, Journal of Inner Asian Art and 
Archaeology (Circle of Inner Asian Art of the of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies, London), 3, 2008, 91–97, here 92; see also n11, 95.

2   �śyāmāsv� aṅgaṃ� cakitahariṇīprekṣite� dṛṣṭipātaṃ� vaktracchāyāṃ� śaśini� śikhināṃ�
barhabhāreṣu� keśān� /� utpaśyāmi� pratanuṣu� nadīvīciṣu� bhrūvilāsān� hantaikasthaṃ�
kva�cid�api�na�te�bhīru [or: caṇḍi] sādṛśyam�asti // (Kālidāsa, Meghadūtam, verse 101).
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Introduction: On Being There

When uncharacteristically unhappy Nanda in the Buddhist poet 
Aśvaghoṣa’s extended poem Beautiful Nanda (in Sanskrit: Saunda-
rananda) finds himself constrained, against his will, to become a 
monk, he has this to say:

A man who takes up in hand the begging bowl, 

   Lets fall his hair, setting down pride 

   to one side, dressing himself up 

   in a change of clothes, and yet is

   fickle, not constant, and one

   in whom there is no peace—

   he is like 

   a lamp 

   in a painting—

   that is, 

   he is 

   and is not

   really

   there.3

The typographic effects in this translation are my own (as are all unat-
tributed translations in this essay), but the movement of thought is 
Aśvaghoṣa’s, the first poet of literature in Sanskrit (kāvya) whose 
works we today possess, and who flourished sometime between the 
first and the second centuries of the Common Era.4 

3   �Pāṇau� kapālam� avadhāya� vidhāya� mauṇḍyaṃ� mānaṃ� nidhāya� vikṛtaṃ� paridhāya�
vāsaḥ�|�yasya�oddhāvo�na�dhṛtir�asti�na�śāntir�asti—citra�pradīpa�iva�so�’sti�ca,�nāsti�
cāiva�||�(Saundarananda, 7.48).

4    On attempts to date Aśvaghoṣa, see Alf Hiltebeitel, Dharma:�Its�Early�History�in�Law,�
Religion,�and�Narrative, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011, 626-627.
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This verse reflects on a liminal moment of passage across thresholds, 
whereby someone is, or at least looks to be, on the verge of becoming 
something else. But this can be a time of danger. For by the end of the 
verse, we overhear him conclude that there is a sense in which he is not 
there. 

I should point out briefly an effect in the original that might be 
lost on readers innocent of Sanskrit. Aśvaghoṣa here exploits a single 
verbal root, dhā, with different prefixes (ava-,�vi-,�ni-,�pari-), to state 
different actions (picking up, setting down, letting go, and putting on). 
While different actions are being listed, the presence of the same ver-
bal root suggests a troubling possibility—that these are the semblance 
of process, of change, for which the true criteria will be found not in 
superficial external criteria, but in the constituting states of mind. This 
is an effect impossible to translate, though it is enough to be alerted to 
it in order to appreciate the quality of attention that sets up the striking 
image with which the verse closes.5

Not being true to what one is, according to Nanda, is like being 
a lamp, or light pictured in a painting. And this, in turn, as Nanda goes 
on to stress with an aside (a little awkwardly, a little too self-con-
sciously, and intentionally so) is because to be like a painted light is 
really (and not only seemingly) not to be there.6

5    Though impossible to translate, and perhaps for moderns to fully appreciate, this kind 
of verbal ornament will be familiar to students of the Augustan poets in English. As 
William Empson noted, the use of a word with several extended meanings, particularly 
where the word is a verb, is a hallmark of the style of this period. William Empson, 
Seven�Types�of�Ambiguity, New York: New Directions, 1966, 70. While the grammati-
cal phenomenon being exploited is similar, it is obvious that these are being employed 
for different effects. Modernist authors in English, such as Gertrude Stein, are more 
likely to exploit the ambiguities of the maddeningly elastic English prepositions rather 
than focus on the semantic range of verbs proper.

6    In the spirit of being honest to the influence of different media, I would like to point 
out my debt here concerning the title of this section. My inspiration lies not in 
Heidegger’s work, but with the film of Jerzy Kosinski’s book, Being There, directed by 
Hal Ashby, and released in 1979. The film brilliantly realizes the portrayal of the life 
of a person named Chance (who introduces himself as “Chance, the gardener”, and 
who is known as Chauncey Gardiner on account of a misprision of his name: a person 
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It is significant that it is in this context of transformation that a no less 
liminal passage—the translation of one medium to another—is in-
voked in an image. 

In passage across thresholds, it would seem, one can lose one’s 
self, disappear into a likeness.7 As in painting, so in life.

who seems to be more than he presents, but whose “seemings” are all that are there. In 
the film, this role is played by Peter Sellers in his final role, the actor who famously 
said “I am nobody” (as the critic Roger Ebert reports) or who, when interviewed by 
Kermit in The Muppet Show (Season Two, Episode Nineteen, 8’ 50’’), in a conspirato-
rial whisper, explaining why he could not be himself backstage, said that “there used 
to be a me, but I had it surgically removed”. In his conclusion to his review of the film 
Being There, critic Roger Ebert brilliantly sums up Hal Ashby’s contribution to what 
the film brings to the book, by pointing to the last scene, where Chance seems to walk 
across the water (as he famously dips his walking stick beside him, and watches the 
stick disappear under the water). Ebert writes: “Since Ashby does not show a pier, 
there is no pier—a movie is exactly what it shows us, and nothing more.” That line was 
impossible not to hear when re-reading Aśvaghoṣa for this paper. See Roger Ebert, 
“Being There”, in The Great Movies II, New York: Broadway Books, 2005, 49-54.

7    A historian of religion, such as Arnold van Gennep, would have us recall “rites of 
passage”—the events which mark transitions from one public status to another—as the 
generalized metaphor here; see Arnold Van Gennep, Les rites de passage, Paris: 
Nourry, 1909. For a discussion in a South Asian context of the explicit recognition of 
the dangers of loss of self in such movement across thresholds, see David Shulman’s 
discussion of the ritual formula “atha� saṃsthite� visṛjate� /� idam�aham�ya�evāsmi� so�
’smīty: after the completion of the ritual, he divests himself with: ‘Now I am he who I 
really am.’” David Shulman, More Than Real: A History of the Imagination in South 
India, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 2012, 44-45. Aśvaghoṣa’s Nanda uses a 
formulation that is a third-personal denial of the ritual tautology that secures one’s 
passage through ritual transition. In an important sense, Beautiful Nanda can be read 
as a narrative in which Nanda must overcome his own (and his reader’s) too-facile 
identification with an image of himself. As the narrator tells us of Nanda’s final achie-
vement of freedom (after enduring several trials of transformation, and several con-
ceptions of himself): sa�eva�dhṛtyānya�ivābabhāse; he was just himself, shining forth 
as another through his newfound joy in being grounded (17.61). The virtue that makes 
him seem to be another, despite his having at last achieved all he could be, is dhṛti, a 
joyful and easeful self-reliance and grounding, precisely the virtue that he is said to 
lack in the verse that has him seem to be like a painted light in his phase of transition. 
It is not out of place, I think, to consider what is often forgotten by emulators and cri-
tics of Joseph Campbell’s impossibly ambitious generalization of “the monomyth” of 
the hero’s journey: namely, that he intended his typology to derive from the structure 
of rituals of initiation: “The standard path of the mythological adventure of the hero is 
a magnification of the formula represented in rites of passage: separation—initia-
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A light that is painted is, like the achievement represented by convert-
ing to the itinerant’s way of life, a result of work, of bringing some-
thing into being. Yet, according to Nanda, conversion without convic-
tion is even more like a painted lamp: it lights nothing, heats nothing. 
It is a gesture, like the trappings of a new social identity so meticu-
lously detailed, but without the virtues that constitute what it is. 

Remember, a monk’s robes are dyed yellow-orange or ochre,8 
and in the representation of his mental state in the above verse, we even 
get the suggestion of a flicker of inconstancy. It is the inconstant image 
of a monk that gives the impression of a painted light (as if forced to 
become something more intrinsically virtuous than he was, he has 
ironically become less so). That is, when we come to attend to surfaces 
as the limits of our attention, when we are confronted with a gap be-
tween what is available to think of—the outward criteria for our inner 
states (what is present to us, one’s comportment, demeanor and clothes) 
and one’s inner dispositions—one is like a painting. The verse seems 
to suggest that these inner constituting virtues, or their corresponding 
vices (fickleness, or calm figured as an absence of motion, śānta) can-
not easily be put on or put off at will. 

This is not, you will note, a claim for a gap between mind and 
body, but rather, a verse concerned with being where one is, fully. It is 

tion—return.” Joseph Campbell, The Hero With A Thousand Faces, (Bollingen Series 
XVII, 3rd Edition, Novato, CA: New World Library, 2008, 23. On the usefulness of 
Arnold van Gennep’s structurally similar formula of phases of rites of passage—sepa-
ration, transition, and incorporation—for students of literature, see Angus Fletcher, 
Time,�Space,�and�Motion�in�the�Age�of�Shakespeare, Cambridge: Harvard University 
Press, 2007, 73-74.

8    The color of Buddhist robes was something artists attempted to emulate even in the 
plastic arts. As the Kashmirian poet and historian Kalhaṇa tells us in his River of 
Kings (composed 1148-49 C.E.), the famous metallic statue of the Buddha brought to 
the capital of Kashmir sometime in the early decades of the eighth century was prized 
for the ability of the bronze sheen to mime the ochre of robes: “He [the Buddhist from 
Tokhara, or Bukhara, Caṅkuna] then placed in his own monastery the image of the 
Blessed One, which yet shines in its bronze beauty as if clothed in the ochre robes 
(4.262).” Translation after M. A. Stein, Kalhaṇa’s�Rājataraṅgiṇī:�A�Chronicle�of�the�
Kings�of�Kashmir,�vol.�1, Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1961, 147.
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about how one can be a likeness of oneself, and so not oneself.
But it is a rather odd image, if one stops to think about it. A 

painting, which may be thought to be entirely a matter of surfaces 
(with only the illusion of something more), serves as the measure for 
what seems to us to demand that we attend beyond surfaces: what is 
revealed, after all, is something like Nanda’s interiority, and the gap 
between his inner and outward states. The image is thus, in a way, an 
ironic image for the experience of irony in one’s form of existence, 
one’s way of being alive. 

We owe one convenient way of thinking of irony at the level of 
human lives to Jonathon Lear, who suggests thinking of irony as a pos-
sibility when a gap opens between pretense—in the older, etymologi-
cal sense of “putting oneself forward” under socially described roles—
and the aspiration, when the pretense makes available, in part, or 
expresses the ideal one aspires to. The pretense can seem at once, he 
says, to capture and miss the aspiration.9 Nanda recognizes the gap 
between the pretense and the aspiration of being a monk, but his image 
is itself capable of promoting a sense of irony in our reception of his 
experience, challenging us to see the possibility of our depths not ex-
pressed in our actions, or outward criteria, to see the possibility of our 
being, in fact, as good as a surface without depth.

And being like this is here understood to be as good as not be-
ing there. There is a way in which a painted lamp is there, but it is not 
a lamp’s way of being there; similarly, Nanda is experiencing the loss 
of what he took to be his own inalienable way of being present, experi-
encing an all-too-possible fragility at the heart of human ways of being 
alive. This fragility is here invoked through a figuration of painting. To 

9    Jonathon Lear, “To Become Human Does Not Come That Easily”, The Tanner Lectu-
res on Human Values, Delivered at Harvard University, November 4-6, 2009, http://
tannerlectures.utah.edu/_documents/a-to-z/l/Lear_09.pdf, [accessed: 8.12.2014]. See 
pages 269-270. I find Lear’s formulation valuable, but do not wish to suggest that 
Nanda, like Lear, would endorse irony as a particularly salutary form of existence. The 
experience of irony is here being registered as a kind of psychic distress.
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think about the gap between what we are and what we can be or be-
come, Aśvaghoṣa has recourse to a figure which invites us to reflect 
upon another difference: for the way in which we are, or fail to be, is 
represented as a difference between media—the difference between 
language and painting. 

Such examples invite the question: what is involved in thinking 
in literature of the human being, of what it is to be human, by invoking 
our likenesses on painted surfaces? There are, to be sure, other ques-
tions we might have asked. Nanda’s curious hesitation in saying “it is 
there, and not there”, and the registering of the curious absence in pres-
ence that can mark so much of mental content—along with the the-
matic figure of painted likenesses—also serves, as one might have an-
ticipated, as a way to limn the status of intentional contents of the 
mind, especially when these are described as the contents of the im-
agination rather than of perception.10 

In this essay, however, I am specifically interested in another 
instance of Aśvaghoṣa’s invocation of painting in a figure of human 
crisis to develop on the themes broached by Nanda’s ironic circum-

10    For philosophical discussions among Buddhist scholars regarding the curious pre-
sence of absences in intentional content, see for example commentaries on the ope-
ning verses of the Madhyanta-vibhāga (The Analysis of the Mean Between Extre-
mes): abhūtaparikalpo� ‘sti� dvayaṃ� tatra� na� vidyate� /� śūnyatā� vidyate� tvatra�
tasyāmapi�sa�vidyate�//�(1.2)�//�na�śūnyaṃ�nāpi�cāśūnyaṃ�tasmāt�sarvaṃ�vidhīyate�/
sattvādasattvāt�sattvācca�madhyamā�pratipacca�sā // (1.3) // For a discussion of pain-
ting as a figure and device for thinking through the work of the imagination in Sans-
krit letters, see Shulman, More Than Real, 26-39: commonly, imagination is itself 
figured as painting, as in the poet Subandhu’s figure of seeing one’s beloved “as if 
painted with the paint-brush of his imagination on the canvas of his heart”. Bhavabhūti 
was one poet who makes of figures of the imagination (each used by a different phi-
losophical tradition for explanations of imaginative content) a theme in this verse 
from the play Mālatīmādhava: “Absorbed, or mirrored she seems, or painted, or 
sculpted, / Inset, cemented, or engraved, / Nailed to my mind by the Mind-god’s five 
arrows, / Tightly sewn there by a close embroidery of thought.” See Michael Coulson, 
Three Sanskrit Plays, London: Penguin Classics, 1981, 356. For Buddhist philosophi-
cal contexts in which figurations of painting serve to highlight the work of the imagi-
nation, see Martini, “Tracing the Sources of the Book of Zambasta”, 91–97.
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stances, captured by the figure of being reduced to a likeness. 
One word for the invocation of the visual arts in language is 

ekphrasis. It has been said of ekphrasis in the Romantic poetry of Eu-
rope that it is the mimesis of mimesis, usually an occasion where poets 
reflect on poetry, attempting to remake in language the visual work of 
art.11 I would like in this essay to read and re-read a single verse, forty-
eight syllables long, by Aśvaghoṣa in that spirit, in the sense that I be-
lieve his figure of self-likeness, of being like a painting of oneself, 
functions like ekphrasis in functioning as a “figure of figuration”. The 
figure is one in which people, in extremis, are said to become like like-
nesses of themselves—that is, like paintings of themselves. Nanda’s 
image is one of the dangers of becoming someone one is not, an image 
of a monk, with clothes dyed flame-orange, being like the painting of 
a flame. Here we shall encounter women who become still, like paint-
ings of themselves, with seemingly no capacity for self-reflection of 
the kind Nanda offered us. The reduction is more intense.

The figure, I claim, if unpacked with care, and with due atten-
tion to the distinctive verse which it concludes, allows us to catch the 
poet thinking about the work of language and of art, even as he thinks 
through his own situation as a Buddhist poet, as we shall explore in the 
conclusion.12 

11    Frederick Burwick, “Reflection as a Mimetic Trope”, in: Angela Esterhammer (ed.), 
Romantic Poetry: Histoire comparée des littératures de langues européennes, Ams-
terdam: John Benjamins Publishing, 2002, 23-39, here 23.

12    One must be careful not to speak of a monolithic “Buddhist” response to such  
issues. Not only is Nanda not the first to reflect on existence and representation, but 
his is certainly not the final word on the subject. To take an example at random, the 
Japanese monk Eihei Dogen in the thirteenth century took the theme intimated here 
(though not necessarily using our example) as the subject of a remarkable essay on the 
aesthetic roots (in the largest sense of this word “aesthetic”) of suffering and release 
in Gabyo (Painted Rice-Cake). Therein he took issue with a traditional interpretation 
of a saying that “the painted rice-cake does not satisfy hunger”; Dogen, instead, 
claims that “if there is no painted rice-cake, there is no remedy to satisfy hunger. If 
there is no painted hunger, there is no satisfaction.” (See Steven Heine, Dogen and the 
Koan�Tradition:�A�Tale�of�Two�Shobogenzo�Texts, Albany: SUNY Press, 55). Dogen’s 
point seems to be not to reify a distinction between representation and reality, nor to 
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But we shall have to read slowly to catch up to the speed with which 
this poet thinks. These are two distinct things: the first is to focus on 
the minute, or as I should like to put it, on the least traces of thought in 
motion in language; and the second, to read slowly—a point on which 
I will dilate in the conclusion.

It is important to me that we come to recognize that among the 
many important things about this figure is the fact that it is concerned 
with the absence of motion as an occasion for bringing painting and 
poetry together, and thereby that it is also concerned with figures of 
motion as figurations of thought. It is concerned with what is possibly 
lost in representation in different media, and what is involved for one 
poet in slowing down our reading.

I will first introduce the verse and, after contextualizing it in an 
echo-chamber of similar concerns in Sanskrit literature, return to it for 
a second time to read it more slowly and closely. This essay will con-
clude by suggesting that such attention is deeply continuous with 
Aśvaghoṣa’s aesthetic and moral concerns.

Painted Women: A First Look 

Our verse is the twenty-fifth verse of the eighth chapter of Aśvaghoṣa’s 
Life�of�the�Buddha�(Buddhacaritam). In this chapter, prince Siddhārtha 
is leaving his home and his identity as a royal to begin his path to 

allow it to stand in for such further distinctions as those obtaining between theory and 
practice, custom and spontaneity. The traditional saying is attributed to the ninth-
century patriarch Xiangyen Zhizian / Hsiang-yen Chih-hsien, as Dogen relates in 
another essay: “Xiangyan tried and tried but could not say anything [not derived from 
the scriptures and commentaries]. Deeply ashamed, he burned his books and said: ‘A 
painting of a rice cake does not satisfy hunger. I will be just a gruel monk, not expec-
ting to understanding the dharma of the Buddha in this lifetime.’” See “Valley 
Sounds, Mountain Colors”, translated in: Kazauaki Tanahashi, Enlightenment Un-
folds: The Essential Teachings of Zen Master Dogen, Boston: Shambhala Publica-
tions, 61.
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awakening. We join the story as the devoted charioteer of the young 
prince returns to the palace, heartbroken, with the horse of the prince 
whose own fatal grief Aśvaghoṣa so heartbreakingly described. 

They have left the prince in the forest. The prince had slipped 
through the city at night, and the result of the news of his “going forth” 
is shock, grief, despair, anger, and emotional ruin. Here, specifically, 
we encounter the women of the palace, in the translation of the verse 
from Sanskrit by Patrick Olivelle:

Other women, their lustre gone,

And their shoulders and arms sagging, 

Almost blacked out out of despair;

       They did not wail, they did not weep,

       They did not sigh, they did not stir,

            They looked like shapes in a drawing.13

Though we shall revisit this verse in different translations in order to 
develop an appreciation for the all-important stylistic texture of this 
verse later, this version does give us the image we need for now: “they 
looked like shapes in a drawing”, or, as I should see fit to stress, “in a 
painting”—though we might perhaps be faced with something less, the 
ghosts of silhouettes, things scratched into the surface. The translator 
of this verse into Classical Chinese has a nice way of emphasizing 
what is at issue here, for the women have become as if people in a 
painting, or painted persons (如-畫人), on account of their stillness, 
their “not moving” (不動).14 

13    Patrick Olivelle, Life�of�the�Buddha�by�Asvaghosa, Clay Sanskrit Library, New York: 
New York University Press, 2008, 219. 

14    Those interested in compounding echoes, or resemblances, might consult Beal’s 
translation of the corresponding Chinese translation: “Whilst all the other courtly 
ladies, overpowered with grief, their limbs relaxed, their minds bound fast with woe, 
unmoved they sat like pictured-folk (608)”, in Samuel Beal, The Fo-Sho-Hing-Tsan 
King:�A�Life�of�the�Buddha�by�Asvaghosa�Bodhisattva,�translated�from�Sanskrit�into�
Chinese, Sacred Books of the East, Volume 19, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1883, 86. 
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I say this to credit the translator (in all probability Baoyun, a Chinese 
monk who had travelled to India) for getting the tone and the simile 
just right in his translation of 421 C.E. The translators of Aśvaghoṣa 
into Tibetan (working between 1260 and 1280 C.E.) ought to be simi-
larly credited for the way in which they seize on this dynamic of mo-
tion and representation.15 On their rendition, the women freeze (gnas 
par), as it were, into the uncanny calm of the inscribed (bris�pa) paint-
ing (ri mo): 

ri�mo�bris�pa�bzhin�du�gnas�par�gyur
—or a painting, which we may further gloss following the ety-

mological details of the Tibetan, that has the look of things caught, or 
trapped, on a surface. Taking such verbal reinforcement across lan-
guages, we may say that it is a verse centrally concerned with move-
ment, of minds and life, and consequently, with the stilled lives of what 
could only be fit for a “still-life” in representation. Painted people: this 
is the image we shall set up as a stalking-horse throughout this essay.

An image can be a delicate thing, in any medium. I cannot resist 
pointing out that the image survives in translation into Chinese and 
Tibetan, but not, curiously, in a variant reading transmitted in San-

The Chinese text reads: “其餘諸夫人 憂苦四體垂 | 内感心慘結 不動如畫人[17-18]”. The 
image is preserved, for the word Huá (畫) does carry many of the meanings (though 
not all) of “likhitā”, including the larger meaning of forms of “representation”. But the 
Chinese does not ferry across the verbal parataxis visible even in English (the conca-
tenation of verbs at the close), and which the Tibetan also manages, as we shall dis-
cuss below. The Chinese does not entirely map the semantic effects of the Sanskrit 
even leaving aside the parataxis, for we miss the opening line, “their lustre gone…” 
which will be seen to be a part of it. The Tibetan rendering of the image reads: “ri mo 
bris�pa�bzhin�du�gnas�par�gyur (8.29a1)”. One might speculate what the resonance 
would be to achieve parataxis in Chinese with the adverb bù 不, but that would take us 
too far afield. The adverb is used only once in the Chinese translation, to negate mo-
tion. It has been suggested that the Chinese translation is not an attempt at producing 
lyric poetry, but a narratively convincing paraphrase. See Charles Willemen (trans.), 
Buddhacarita:�In�Praise�of�the�Buddha’s�Acts, Moraga, CA: Bukkyō Dendō Kyōkai 
and the Numata Center for Buddhist Translation and Research, 2009, xiv-xvi.

15    On the Tibetan translation, see D. P. Jackson, “On the Date of the Tibetan Translation 
of Aśvaghoṣa’s Buddhacarita,” Studia�Indologiczne 4, 1997. 
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skrit. Instead of “they stood, as if painted”, the first editor E. B. Cowell 
reports that he was confronted with the following:

cetanā�ullikhitā�iva�sthitāḥ16

This would state that their minds were scratched up, or perhaps torn 
up. This reading is not entirely gratuitous (however incorrect), for one 
might see it as emphasizing one aspect of this verse that is surely im-
portant, which is that the verse enacts, through syntax, the madness of 
the women, and the mental reduction they suffer (about which I will 
have more to say in the conclusion). E. B. Cowell, however, saw through 
the variants to the image, and translated across the choices: “[and the 
other women] breathed not, standing senseless as if painted”. Cowell 
termed this “conjectural”, having to guess, or to use his own word, 
speculate, on the basis of the materials he had when preparing his edi-
tion of Aśvaghoṣa’s Buddhacaritam, that the verse in question con-
cludes with an image on which women are said to be so still that they 
look to be in a painting.

That E. B. Cowell saw through the word “ullikhitā”, and real-
ized that we were dealing with an analogy instead to painting (likhitā), 
was a stroke of insight on his part. But it seemed to him, on the basis of 
the text before him, that the reason given for the analogy was that the 
women were senseless, inert, or mindless, insentient (perhaps even 
mad with grief), and that is why they looked to be like women in a 
painting. In the restoration of E. H. Johnston, however, with the help of 
an older 14th century manuscript, indeed the source for the manuscript 
containing the faulty transcriptions available to E. B. Cowell, we now 
see that it is that the women stood shock-still, as it were, and that is 
why they are said to be as if painted:

na�celur�āsur�likhitā�iva�sthitāḥ17 

16    See notes to verse 8.25 in E. B. Cowell (ed. and trans.), The Buddhacarita or Life of 
Buddha�by�Aśvaghoṣa, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1893.

17    See notes to verse 8.25 in E. H. Johnston (trans.), Aśvaghoṣa’s�Buddhacarita�or�Acts�
of� the�Buddha, first published: Lahore, 1936, reprinted: Delhi: Oriental Books Re-
print Corp., 1995.
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And that is a difference that makes a difference. The difference has to do 
with the exact way in which we wish to realize the relationship between 
thought, stillness and the nature of representation. That we shall be con-
cerned with thought, the dimension of interiority and its likenesses in 
representation, comes rather nicely into view when we consider the 
two different textual authorities for the image of persons being like 
paintings of themselves, as we have done.

The conceit of people (or things otherwise brilliant, effulgent) 
that are reduced to likenesses of themselves becomes something of a 
cliché over time, resuscitated into living thought only at the hands of 
the greatest poets after.18

18    It is surely not idly invoked in Bhāsa’s one act play, The Shattered Thigh (Ūrubhaṅgam), 
when the director of the play  exists the stage in the prologue, noting that the bloody 
battlefield, littered with the corpses of horses and war elephants, noble lords and 
common soldiers, looks to be a confused, and confounding illustration of a scene 
committed as a painting to cloth (etad raṇaṃ hatagajāśvanarendrayaudhaṃ / 
saṃkīrṇalekhyamiva citrapaṭaṃ praviddham | (verse 3ab))—death, and the horrors of 
battle, involve an undoing, a dis-remembering, even as a poorly executed visual re-
presentation. Bhāsa’s use of the figure here flirts with a way of enacting in figuration 
the loss the picturesque as an aesthetic mode involves. But E. B. Cowell, for example, 
thought it important to highlight the image, but only to declare it all too common in 
Sanskrit literature. (Cowell, you will remember, peered through the corrupt text of 
the Buddhacaritam to discern the true analogy we are discussing). In speaking to the 
image being common, he was in all probability thinking of Aśvaghoṣa (an edition of 
whose work he had completed and published three years prior), even when writing 
about Bāna’s description of Sarasvatī in that masterpiece of Sanskrit, The Life of 
Harṣa: “as he mounted his horse and departed, Sarasvatī gazed a long time after him 
with eyes [framed] with straight rigid lashes, and motionless pupils, as in a painting 
[22-23]”. Cowell, being an educated Englishman, referred us to the conceit “as if 
painted…” in the invocation of the figure before the play within the play in Hamlet: 
“so as a painted tyrant, Pyyrhus stood (Act II, scene ii, 465)”, and to Coleridge’s 
image in Rime of the Ancient Mariner: “as idle as a painted ship / upon a painted 
ocean.” See note 1 to page 23 of E. B. Cowell and F. W. Thomas, The�Harṣacarita�of�
Bāṇa, London: Oriental Translation Fund: New Series, II, 1897. Surely, idleness is 
Coleridge’s intent, given the way the image is introduced: “day after day, day after 
day / we stuck, nor breath nor motion.” Even the repetition of “day after day” is banal 
and tired, not propulsive as is Macbeth’s “tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow”, 
which might creep, and have a petty pace in its sights, but is neither still nor petty. 
Coleridge’s repetition, unlike Macbeth’s, does not show us time as the proximate re-
ferent. The situation is different in Hamlet, where again the image claims its force in 
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It does seem, after all, to become a handy way to signal the collapse of 
what we might term, for want of a better word, all personality, all out-
ward expressions and signs of being who one is. King Sātavāhana’s 
depression is depicted with the help of such an image by the poet So-
madeva ( fl. 11th century C.E.), on whose narration the King “being 
bewildered, lost in thought, and turning his face away from all nour-
ishment (and like necessities), was like one painted in a picture—even 
if asked a question, he said nothing in reply”.19 Somadeva’s sulky king 
suffers from too much thought, or at least, he indulges in the trappings 
of thought too long at the cost of such behaviors as secure his social 
being, thereby losing what seems to make him who he is. As Somadeva 
knew, the figure of being reduced to a portrait, a likeness of oneself, 
would not work if some of us, some of the time, were not people who 
pretend to be who we are, and therefore in the position of being re-
duced to being our likenesses.20 The figure thus works not because of 

part because the subject “like a neutral to his will and matter / did nothing”. But there 
is more at work here in the image of a subject standing to one side of its life, as a 
painting, for the simple reason that the figure reflects Hamlet, I believe, even as the 
play that is going to be staged within the play reflects the play without—we are on a 
quicksand of significance, and that is to ennoble the figure with the work of figuring 
representation, much as Aśvaghoṣa’s invocation of figuration of art does. In any 
event, perhaps Cowell was too quick with Sarasvatī, the goddess of speech no less, 
who is brought to our attention as something fixed in painting only to worry the entire 
business of representing “what lies behind what is manifest”, the motion unsuspected 
inside a still face, even as Sarasvatī earlier speaks of the wonders of creation hidden 
in plain sight (20), and in what follows it, wonders about the work of similes (23). The 
point can be stated bluntly: figures concerning figuration are rarely idle, despite their 
seeming to speak of idleness.

19   �tataś�cintāparo�muhyann�āhārādiparāṅmukhaḥ�|�citrastha�iva�prṣṭo�’pi�n’aiva�kiṃ�cid�
abhāṣata || (Kathāsaritasāgara 1.6.120). Somadeva, The Ocean of the Rivers of Story: 
Volume One, trans. James Mallinson, Clay Sanskrit Library, New York: New York 
University Press, 2007, 150.

20    I owe this kind of formulation for our figures for likeness to Wendy Doniger. See her 
The Woman Who Pretended to Be Who She Was: Myths of Self-Imitation, Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 2005. Of course, the persons who become too much their 
own likeness are not instances of self-imitation exactly—they are passive with res-
pect to the process of imitation, and hence crucially unlike the protagonists of the 
stories Doniger studies.
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the distance between us and our likenesses, but our proximity, as is 
remarked upon in a single image of the portrait of the queen of Yoga-
nanda in a story of Somadeva’s on which life imitates art: “[The new 
painter] painted Yogananda and his chief queen on a cloth, and those 
portraits seemed to be alive, even though bereft of speech and motion.”21 
Such wonder at a likeness—one of the criteria of success as far as man-
uals of painting are concerned22—is to look on the possibility of being 
too much like one’s self from the other side, as it were.

With Aśvaghoṣa’s image we shall consider the finest of lines 
between humans and their likenesses, when we become too much like 
ourselves and so not ourselves, bereft of speech, and motion, or as we 
shall see Aśvaghoṣa suggest, when our thoughts and actions became 
irrevocably an incoherence and semblance of motions. 

21   �alikhat� sa� mahādevīm� yoganandaṃ� ca� taṃ� paṭe� |� sajīvam� iva� tac� citraṃ�
vākceṣṭārahitaṃ�tv�abhūt�|| (Kathāsaritasāgara 1.5.29). For the story, see Somadeva, 
The Ocean, 110.

22    On the virtue of verisimilitude (sādṛśya) as constitutive of the art in theorizations of 
painting, (sometimes marked by the topos that one must be able to see the difference 
between a likeness of someone sleeping as opposed to their being dead, or vacant), 
see Isabella Nardi, The�Theory�of�Citrasūtras�in�Indian�Painting:�A�Critical�Re-eva-
luation of Their Uses and Interpretations, New York: Routledge,  2005, 25. It should 
be noted that the fact that paintings can seem to be alive might have more elementary 
reasons than simple skill on the part of painters, at least this is what some narratives 
of wonders in Sanskrit might intimate. In the nineteenth canto of Budhasvāmin’s 
Summary�of�The�Novel�in�Simple�Verses�(Bṛhatkathāślokasaṃgrāha), prince Mano-
raha falls in love with a beautiful painting of a beautiful yakṣī, a being more than 
human, though not quite a goddess either. He is so taken with the painting that he 
attempts to seduce the painted female. As it turns out, there is not only a beautiful 
likeness of a female, but a female (appropriately enough, named Sukumārikā) trap-
ped in a likeness of herself by a curse, a curse requiring only seduction to set her free. 
See James McHugh, Sandalwood and Carrion: Smell in Indian Religion and Culture, 
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012, 148-149. In translating the Bṛhatkathā as 
“The Novel” I am, of course, being provocative: but for the usefulness of provoking 
reappraisal of this genre, see the refreshingly non-parochial discussion in Steven 
Moore’s The� Novel:� An� Alternative� History:� Beginnings� to� 1600, London: Conti-
nuum, 2010, 400-403.
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An Echo-Chamber: The Continuities of Art and Life

I would like to closely consider two figurations of painting in the work 
of Aśvaghoṣa’s brilliant successor Kālidāsa.23 The point of these ex-
amples is, of course, not so much to provide a historical context for 
Aśvaghoṣa’s use of the  figure, as it is to offer an interpretive range for 
the reader by sensitizing ourselves to the expressive and suggestive 
possibilities in its use by one of the finest poets in Sanskrit. 24

First, consider a scene in Kālidāsa’s long lyrical narrative, The 
Birth of the War God (Kumārasaṃbhava). Kālidāsa allows us to see 
the virtues of being like a painting in the following vignette describing 
how Nandin, Śiva’s attendant, enjoins stillness and calm on Śiva’s 

23    Kālidāsa cannot be dated with certainty. We can state with some probability that he 
flourished in the fifth century C.E.; for an account of the evidence, Somadeva Vasu-
deva, The Recognition of Shakuntala, New York: New York University Press, 2006, 
15-16.

24    I should say that I am not, neither in this section nor the next, interested in exhaus-
tively attending to every invocation of painting in Sanskrit letters, nor even every 
function the invocation of painting in literature has. That list would be too long. 
Consider, however, Ananda K. Coomaraswamy, “One Hundred References to Indian 
Painting”, Artibus�Asiae, 4/1, 1930-1932, 41-57; see also Shulman, More Than Real, 
26-39; and Phyllis Granoff, “Portraits, Likenesses, and Looking Glasses: Some Lite-
rary and Philosophical Reflections on Representation and Art in Medieval India”, in: 
Jan Assmann and Albert I. Baumgarten (eds.), Representation in Religion: Studies in 
Honor of Moshe Barasch, Leiden: Brill, 2001, 63-107. See also the discussion of the 
trope of artists as magicians in Sanskrit literary thought in Wendy Doniger 
O’Flaherty,�Dreams,�Illusions�and�Other�Realities, Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1986, 289-293. I am particularly saddened by not being able to discuss the in-
credible mannerism of the Kashmirian Haribhaṭṭa’s picturesque style in his 
Jātakamāla (perhaps contemporaneous with the works of Kālidāsa), but in whose 
work painting figures throughout as a touchstone for description. Peter Khoroche, a 
fine literary critic of Sanskrit and critic of modern painting, has suggested that 
Haribhaṭṭa may have been a painter himself, which if true, would make his omission 
from this paper all the more grievous. See now Michael Hahn, Poetical Visions of the 
Buddha’s�Former�Lives:�Seventeen�Legends�from�Haribhatta’s�Jatakamala, New De-
lhi: Aditya Prakashan, 2011. I would like to thank Jane Mikkelson for making availa-
ble to me the views of Peter Khoroche, as communicated by him in a talk on 13 May, 
2014, entitled “Haribhaṭṭa and his Jātakamāla”, part of The South Asia Seminar Se-
ries, 2013-2014, hosted at the University of Chicago.
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abode, with a silent gesture bringing his finger to his lips, signaling 
thereby that God not be disturbed during his meditation. The effects of 
Nandin’s injunction are described in this picturesque verse:

niṣkampavṛkṣaṃ�nibhṛtadvirephaṃ

mūkāṇḍajaṃ�śāntamṛgapracāram

tacchāsanāt�kānanam�eva�sarvaṃ

citrārpitārambham�ivāvatasthe25

 

As translated by John Brough, whose translation attempts to portray 
the same, with the added literary closure introduced in his translation 
by rhyming verse, absent in the Sanskrit:

Throughout the forest, at his simple stricture,

Dumb were the birds, and silent were the bees:

As in a scene fixed in a painted picture,

Stilled were the deer, and motionless the trees.26

The rhyme in English, it is worth saying, distorts the effect of the San-
skrit in a subtle way. It sets up a dramatic structure at the level of pho-
nemes, of anticipation and resolution, but there is no such “movement” 
in the original, as is indeed appropriate to its denouement in Sanskrit, 
the last line of which is Brough’s penultimate line: “as in a scene fixed 
in a painting”. The word “arpita”, meaning “fixed; inserted; thrown or 
transferred (as also in “transferred to a painting, or plate in engrav-
ing”) tells us we are dealing with a transfer, at the level of dramatic 

25    Kumarasambhava, III. 42. See M. R. Kale (ed.), Kalidasa’s�Kumarasambhavam�with�
Mallinatha’s�Commentary, Bombay: The Standard Publishing Co., 1917, 58 (in Deva-
nagari numbering), 19.

26    John Brough, “Poetry in Classical Sanskrit”, Indologica Taurinensia, Vol. III-IV 
1975-1976, Proceedings of the Second World Sanskrit Conference, held in Torino, 
9-15 June, 1975, 95-104, here 103-4. Brough, like E. B. Cowell before him, notes the 
parallel that can be drawn between the figuration of likeness to a painting here and 
with like instances in Coleridge’s work, considered earlier.
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content, as well as of literary texture. Here it is not only the forest, but 
nature as a whole—a totality of all manner of living things—that is 
brought to stillness of voices and gestures, humped or crouched into a 
tense-anticipation. That is the suggestion of the commentator 
Malinātha, who divines in the enumeration of the trees, bees, birds and 
deer, every type of biological generation, and thus every kind of living 
thing.27 Nature as whole holds its breath, itself transferred, as it were, 
into a painting, which suggests admirably the thought that as God 
withdraws from the world, the world becomes no more than a thought 
in his mind (something pictured), reversing the order of creation.28

The language itself undergoes a kind of transference to accom-
modate such a perspective, as if the function that transforms language 
into a literary artifact is being withdrawn. A sense of this can be inti-
mated by noting the absence of verbs: all is contained in participial 
clauses, where the ghost of motions survive as motion denied in nega-
tive prefixes, heaped on one another and enumerated directly as in a 
block (the parts of which Brough’s rhyming translation distributes 
across the verse as a whole):

Its trees: un-stirring; the bees voiceless, hidden.

The birds mute; stilled, the wandering of the deer:

The forest, as a whole, at that command came to rest 

As if transferred into a picture.

In Kālidāsa’s verse, we see the picture as a whole, in a glance, without 
any cognitive exercise. Partly, this is a function of the way in which the 
forest is reduced to its enumerated constituents: trees, bees, birds and 

27    See Kale (ed.), Kalidasa’s�Kumarasambhavam, 58 (Devanagari numeration).
28    For the analogy of creation to artistic production ubiquitous in Kālidāsa, see Robert 

E. Goodwin, “Kālidāsa’s Metadrama: Mālavikāgnimitra: Redressing Critical Neg-
lect”, Journal of South Asian Literature, 23/1, Winter-Spring 1988, 119-136, here 124. 
For Kālidāsa, the continuity depends vitally on crediting a painter, for example, with 
samādhi as well: that is, a concentrated act of thought which aims not only at recor-
ding a form, but realizing its presence.
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deer, all introduced not as actors in their own right, but adjectival ele-
ments of the altered and strangely reduced forest. It is hard to describe 
the effect here without remarking on the difference of this verse from 
Kālidāsa’s typically elastic, and sinuous grammatical style, and hard to 
do that in short compass except by appealing to a metaphor: whereas 
typically we would explore the contours of a sentence in a verse, seek-
ing to join subject and verb, adjective and noun, exploring the verse as 
a semantic environment, here all the dimensional richness Sanskrit 
grammar makes possible is flattened, a result of projecting a multi-
dimensional verse onto a metaphorical surface. 

In English the tableaux is interrupted by the lyrical effect of al-
lowing the simile to fold in to the verse. In Sanskrit, the frame is where 
it belongs, on the periphery, and only after the enumeration comes the 
image recording the cause and the effect of this transformation. The 
last thing to say, of course, follows from the above. Language itself 
slows down, seeming to arrest the motions of which it is capable in 
literature. The verse enacts its subject: it is itself a masterful instance 
of picturesque composition involving enumerative detail. On its own, 
the verse might not command our attention. But its dramatic potential, 
its capacity to move us, comes in from outside “the picture of nature as 
whole”. 

This verse records the arrest of movement natural to desire’s 
waking in spring by concentration and command. Dramatically, the 
effect is like holding the breath, for Kāma, Desire himself, the god of 
pleasure, is just about to sneak into the picture, disrupting the quiet in 
accordance with a scheme to try and divert God’s attention. And this is 
to occur just when Nandin has called for the unnatural peace that Śiva’s 
concentration of thought demands, untimely as this command is given 
the spring-stirred environment throbbing with desire. Nature, the envi-
ronment about us as whole, is most like a picture when desire has been 
taken out of it, and as such acquires an integrity of its own with the 
concentration of God as he withdraws his attention from the scene, on 
the one hand, on whose margins Desire, the ever youthful god, is about 
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to trespass. Taken on its own the tableaux is awkward, perhaps, but 
dramatically, it is as exciting as trying to hold one’s breath too long. 
Perhaps the verse further enacts a critique of a kind of the capacity for 
any picture to indeed contain all. It contains neither the voice of Nan-
din whose stricture brought this transformation about; it does not sway 
Desire, poised on the edges of this verse, about to sneak in; it does not 
encompass God. Sentience, not sapience, is the outer limit for the suit-
ability of the figure. A picture the world in verse can be, but one fit 
only for the setting and scene and not the drama. That is a comment of 
a kind concerning the reduction potentially in play by evaluating po-
etry as painting too highly.

But it will not do to say that the figure must always be reduc-
tive. Kālidāsa, elsewhere, also allows us to witness one other function 
of the invocation of painting. Here as well, the figure seems to be mo-
tivated by an awareness of stillness, but its resonances are not easily 
paraphrased. King Duṣyanta in the opening act of The Recognition of 
Śakuntalā has his charioteer speed up as they hunt and gain on a speed-
ing deer, and exclaims in wonder at the consequences of acceleration 
on the phenomenology of perception:

Tiny things suddenly loom,

Things split unite behind us,

Crooked things stream into straight lines—

Nothing stays distant at this speed, and nothing stays near.29

This is a fine translation by Michael Coulson, but one that curiously 
removes the situated subject of perception, part of the focal interest of 
this verse. The thematic focus on the moving locus of perception and 
its accelerating frame of reference is perhaps brought out more clearly 

29    yad� āloke� sūkṣmaṃ� vrajati� sahasā� tadvipulatām� yad� ardhe� vicchinnaṃ� bhavati�
kṛtasaṃdhānam�iva�tat�prakṛṣtyā�yad�vakraṃ�tad�api�samarekhaṃ�nayanayor�na�me�
dūre�kiṃcit�kṣaṇam�api�na�pārśve�rathajavāt || (1.9) Translation in Coulson, Three 
Sanskrit Plays, 44.
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by David Shulman’s translation of this verse, which restores the in-
dexical references to the ocular, and which I include here with empha-
sis on the Sanskrit markers for his translation:
“what at�first�glance�(āloke) seems minute, rapidly�(sahasā) extends to 
vast proportions/ What is cut in two / is soon reconstituted. / Whatever 
is naturally crooked / straightens its lines / before�my�eyes�(nayanayor). 
/ Nothing remains far from�me�(na�me�dūre�kiṃ�cit)�/�even�for�a�mo-
ment, [or, more evocatively: the blink of an eye, kṣaṇam�api] / just as 
nothing / stays near”.30

We are not static subjects, removed from the influence of our 
environments, or from our influence upon it—and perception as a 
function of a moving subject shows such influence to be a process of 
dislocation and relocation, concurrently. This is a recognition to which 
Kālidāsa was clearly devoted. He makes time for it in an early lyrical 
moment in his Vikramorvaśīya (1.30) as well, as translated by David 
Shulman and Velcheru Narayana Rao, in which a king meditates once 
again on perception and motion while pursuing a demon in a chariot: 
 

Clouds turn to dust as my chariot speeds through the sky

            Wheels turning so fast I see spokes within spokes.

Still, like in painting, are the feathers tied to the horses’ heads,

And my flag, as if held by two poles, is stretched taut by the wind.31

In The�Recognition�of�Śakuntalā, the figure of the distortions of per-
ception consequent to one’s speed is a sublime figuration of the way in 

30    David Shulman, “The Prospects of Memory”, Journal of Indian Philosophy, 26/4, 
August 1998, 309-334, here 312. I am indebted to Shulman’s characteristically brilli-
ant commentary on this verse for my sense of its thematic place in the work of the play 
as a whole. 

31    See Velcheru Narayana Rao and David Shulman, How Urvashi Was Won, New York: 
New York University Press, 2009, 13: agre�yānti�rathasya�reṇuvad�amī�cūrṇībhavanto�
ghanāś� /� cakrabhrāntir� arāntareṣu� janayaty� anyām� ivārāvaliṃ� |� citranyastam�
ivācalaṃ�hayaśirasy�āyāmavañ�cāmaraṃ�/�yaṣṭyagre�ca�samaṃ�sthito�dhvajapaṭaḥ�
prānte�ca�vegānilāt�||
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which desire and memory orient and make possible our perceptual and 
affective states. Distortion is a concomitant of motion, itself a figura-
tion of desire (as is the hunt itself), which is a precondition of vision; 
analogously, memory is constitutive of love, and even so, entails a dis-
torting dis-remembering. But note, in the second of our passages lyri-
cally meditating on the phenomenology of perception, the figure: 
“still, like in a painting”.

Again, the human being is an embodied and moving subject. 
But note the effect this recognition has on a perceiving subject: the 
king seems to take in at first the proliferation of visual objects, born of 
speed, and his lyrical perception embodies the quality of attention 
born of concentration: clouds become dust, resolved into finer and 
finer particulate grain, and spokes within a space resolve into more 
spokes. And curiously, in the continuation of such heightened aware-
ness, we find the discernment of the hair of the ornamental plumes 
(possibly of the hair of the Yak) amidst the presumably streaming 
manes of the horses in the wind. But now, an image of proliferation and 
speed is heightened, for at the threshold of speed, the resistance to the 
vector of motion (hinted at by the lengthening plumes tied to the 
horse’s heads as ornaments, stretching back), is transfigured in percep-
tion as a vision of a different order of transformation: here it is not 
proliferation alone that is brought into view, nor stillness, the absence 
of motion, but rather an awareness of the quality of stillness one finds 
in fixed representations of motion:

Unswerving, as if set down into a painting, the lengthening plumes

              On the horses’ heads.

This is not a prefiguration of the relativity of inertial frames of refer-
ence, but rather, an awareness of the transformative effect of one’s con-
sciousness of vectoring influences: we are transformed in the wake of 
our accelerating targets of desire, and self-consciousness of the effects 
of our accelerating motion towards our targets of desire involves a kind 
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of aesthetic transformation of its own.32 This is the poetic argument 
made by Kālidāsa in the prologue of The�Recognition�of�Śakuntalā, 
where the director of the play, in conversation with his leading actress, 
recognizes the effect of a song on the audience, and introduces the im-
age of the accelerating chariot that begins the play proper:

Director: Beautifully sung, dearest. The audience, one and all, are entirely taken  

                  by the melody of your song, and seem as if painted. Now what play

                  we perform to satisfy them?  

Actress: But surely you’ve already announced that we’re to perform a new play  

                  called “The Recognition of Śakuntalā”! 

Director: A just reminder! For the moment I’d entirely forgotten. To imagine:  

                        I was so seized, or carried off  

                        By the grace of your captivating song  

                        As King Dushyanta here  

32    I am moved to record here the recognition of such an effect, though to very different 
emotive ends, in a writer who has proven impossible to judge as being quite of his 
time: “Then [the horse] sprang forward. Fire flew from his feet; night rushed over 
him. As he fell slowly into sleep, Pippin had a strange feeling: he and Gandalf were 
still as stone, stead upon the statue of a running horse, while the world rolled away 
beneath his feet with a great noise of wind.” This is J. R. R. Tolkien, at the close of 
Book III of The Two Towers. It is an open question whether this kind of archaizing 
figure exhibits what the poet P. B. Shelley might have called “speed in the van, and 
blindness in the rear” (given his own meditation on speed and motion in his Triumph 
of Life), but note that unlike Kālidāsa, the vision is consequent to a growing loss of 
awareness, a dulling of one’s cognitive grip on the world, and not wakefulness. Cer-
tainly, such an image cannot now, after Galileo, mean what it meant before we knew 
that the earth does indeed move under our feet. The line between waking and sleep is 
blurred with the help of ekphrasis quite wonderfully (and cannily) in the American 
children’s classic by Margaret Wise Brown, Goodnight Moon: “goodnight moon / 
goodnight cow jumping over the moon”. Margaret Wise Brown, Goodnight Moon, 
New York: Harper & Brothers, 1947. The first moon is framed in the window, and the 
second, one we have met earlier, framed in the painting of the cow jumping over the 
moon hanging over the hearth (the framing effects delightfully emphasized by the 
illustrator, Clement Hurd). The effect here enacts, and mimes the fading conscious-
ness of the book’s protagonist, a bunny at the verge of sleep, even as it has this effect 
on its auditors outside the frame of the work. My thanks to Alya Kachru Mikkelson 
for calling my attention to this work. 
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                       Drawn on, and on  

                       By this swift-fleeing deer. [The actors withdraw]33

Kālidāsa’s poetic argument goes deep. Audiences exposed to art can 
become transformed themselves into aesthetic objects, in a kind of rapt 
attention that takes them out of this world, their minds carried off for-
cibly. Memory and forgetting, desire and its swiftly receding object, 
run through this prologue, and it is worth remembering here one re-
vealing name (and almost a dead metaphor) for desire: the mind-char-
iot (manoratha).34 Desire, or states of absorption, can have your mind 
run off on you, as has occurred with the minds of the audience in the 
playhouse (raṅgaḥ): bound up entirely with the rāga, the melody, they 
are now continuous with the aesthetic transformation they have come 
to witness: as if they were, that is, in a painting themselves. The conti-
nuity expressed by the overtones of the words raṅga, and rāga, in the 
senses of paint, color, hue, and the overtones of delight and passion, are 
impossible to translate.35 Easy to overlook, and tellingly so, is the fact 
that the person capable of judging the audience’s absorption (into art, 
as paintings themselves) is not conscious of his own situation. The di-
rector has to be called to himself by another, a point that perhaps tells 
us not only that the unexpressed perspective from which people can 
look to be as if in a painting is significant, but also that in most in-

33    Translation after Coulson, Three Sanskrit Plays, 42. I have provided the Sanskrit 
paraphrase for the script of the actress (originally in Prākrit): 
sūtradhāraḥ: ārya sādhu gītam / aho rāgabaddhacittavṛttir ālikhita iva sarvato 
raṅgaḥ / tad idānīṃ katamat prakaraṇam āśritya enam ārādhayāmaḥ? 
naṭī: nanv āryamiśraiḥ prathamam evājñaptam abhijñānaśakuntalaṃ nāma apūrvaṃ 
nāṭakaṃ prayoge adhikriyatām iti / 
sūtradhāraḥ: ārye samyaganubhodhito ‘smi / asmin kṣaṇe vismṛtaṃ khalu mayā tat 
/ kutaḥ / tavāsmi gītarāgeṇa hāriṇā prasabhaṃ hṛtaḥ / 
eṣa rājeva duṣyantaḥ sāraṅgeṇātiraṃsahā // 1.5 // (iti niṣkrāntau )

34    Maurice Bloomfield, “The Mind as Wish-Car in the Veda”, Journal of the American 
Oriental Society, 39, 1919, 280-282.

35    For a fine discussion of what we can glean by thinking with Kālidāsa about the nature 
of aesthetic transformation, see Goodwin, “Kālidāsa’s Metadrama”, 119-136.
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stances, the image involves us in a similar movement away from our-
selves. Though we do not see it, to wonder at likeness might have us 
look to be no less pictured, our minds elsewhere, our embodied being 
temporarily suspended. 

For our purposes, it is sufficient to note that two images are being 
coordinated here in the prologue, and it is possible to miss the undertow 
of shock, of almost violent transformation, if we focus on one alone. In 
one image, we are faced with the stillness of painted people, the results 
of transformation. In the other, we encounter the metaphor of perception 
transformed through acceleration, alternatively restorative and dismem-
bering in its effects, and one of whose effects is indeed the complemen-
tary description of motion and stillness. Sometimes, Kālidāsa seems to 
say, the kind of alienation, or loss, which results in our being fittingly 
described as likenesses of ourselves is an index of psychological distress, 
but sometimes it is an index of the kind of transformations valued in the 
disciplines which cultivate pleasure as the orienting virtue of life. After 
all, transforming oneself into an aesthetic object—which is what the im-
age of becoming like a likeness intimates—is one of the goals fostered 
by the discourse of urbane disciplines of pleasure in South Asia.36 
Kālidāsa is subtly telling us that we cannot always take the image of “be-
ing in a painting” at face value, nor construe it aright without having 
something to say about that great question: the continuity of art and life. 

In the first example of Kālidāsa’s, I attempted to show what can 
happen when a poet seeks to show us in the texture of his representa-
tion something of what it can be like when commenting on things be-
coming like paintings of themselves. Thus sensitized by Kālidāsa, we 
may well ask: what is it like, then, when we try to represent what it is 
like for persons to become like paintings of themselves?

36    See Laura Desmond, “The Pleasure is Mine: The Changing Subject of Erotic Sci-
ence”, Journal of Indian Philosophy, 39/1, 2011, 15-39.
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Self-Likeness

In Aśvaghoṣa’s image of women becoming paintings of themselves we 
are being asked to consider what it is like to become a likeness of one-
self. We are also, however, being asked to consider the difference it 
might make to be  represented in different media, to ask, what differ-
ence, if any, obtains between the kinds of likeness—or the ways of 
putting oneself forward—in painting and language respectively.                           
           To begin with the second concern, it is helpful to remind our-
selves of what is involved in recommending that these two traditions of 
representation, literature and painting, be considered together. When 
Horace in the Ars Poetica first called his audience’s attention to the 
continuity of painting and poetry as works of the imagination that 
make similar demands on us, he had in mind a continuity of interpre-
tive stance.37 Both forms of representation, he maintained, could sus-
tain different degrees of attention, and allow one different approaches 
of scale and even time in the consideration of them:

As is painting, so is poetry: some works will strike you more 

if you stand near, others at a greater  distance: one loves the 

dark; another chooses to be seen in the light, unafraid of the 

critic’s subtle  judgment; the one pleases but once, the other 

37    His phrase “ut pictura poesis”, or “as is painting, so is poetry”, a half-quotation, enjo-
yed a long and turbulent life in Western letters (after being quoted by Plutarch, De 
gloria Atheniensium, 3.346f), as did Simonides’ saying: “painting is mute poetry, and 
poetry a speaking picture”. The situation can quickly become an interpretive tangle. 
See M. H. Abrams, The Mirror and the Lamp: Romantic Theory and the Critical 
Tradition, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971, 32; see also the chapter devoted to 
this topos of Renaissance criticism and its use in generating criteria for poetics in 
Rosemund Tuve, Elizabethan� and�Metaphysical� Imagery:�Renaissance�Poetic� and�
Twentieth Century Critics, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1947, 50-60. There 
is another way to look at the matter, as R. W. Lee suggested when he maintained that 
Horace’s simile was not only read “as is painting, so is poetry”, but also by the writers 
on art, as “as is poetry so is painting”. See R. W. Lee, Ut�Pictura�Poesis,�The�Huma-
nistic Theory of Painting, New York: W. W. Norton, 1967, 3.
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will give pleasure even if we go back to it ten times over.38

In his statement of likeness, Horace had to make a claim for poetry 
sustaining the same kind of care in appreciation and criticism as paint-
ing. Aśvaghoṣa’s point in invoking painting in a figure is, we might 
think, rather different, if only because he did not work in such an envi-
ronment where the aesthetic claims of literature had to be defended. 

Quite the contrary. There is the practical point that however 
otherwise valued in society,39 the work of painting was rather rou-
tinely “taken over” by literature, insofar as audiences were primed 
by the work of portraits being represented by verbal descriptions of 
them in literature and more pointedly, in drama, where audiences do 
not see (in any literal sense) the ubiquitous paintings so vital to the 
plots. Rather, the paintings are realized, through description, through 
dramaturgical gestures, on the “real stage, so to speak, or the screen 
on which the plot is shown…situated somewhere in the mind”, as 
David Shulman evocatively puts it.40 It is central to the work of the 
imagination in South Asia, then, that it knows no restriction to any 
one particular medium.

There is also a theoretical orientation to the continuity of the 
two traditions of representation to consider. As far as the literary crit-

38    From Ars Poetica, 361-365: Vt pictura poesis; erit quae, si propius stes, / te capiat 
magis, et quaedam, si longius abstes; / haec amat obscurum, uolet haec sub luce ui-
deri,/ iudicis argutum quae non formidat acumen; / haec placuit semel, haec deciens 
repetita placebit. E.C. Wickham (trans.), Ars Poetica: The Art of Poetry, Oxford: Cla-
rendon Press, 1903; Francis R. B. Godolphin (ed.), Ars Poetica, New York: Modern 
Library, 1949.

39    For the place of visual culture (theorized in ways continuous with the norms of urbane 
values of visual beauty) even in the norms of Buddhist monastic regulations, Gregory 
Schopen, “The Buddhist ‘Monastery’ and the Indian Garden: Aesthetics, Assimila-
tions, and the Siting of Monastic Establishments”, Journal of the American Oriental 
Society, 126/4, 2006, 487-505; see also now Andy Rotman, Thus Have I Seen: Visua-
lizing�Faith�in�Early�Indian�Buddhism, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009. See 
also the still useful essay by Alexander Soper, “Early Buddhist Attitudes Toward the 
Art of Painting”, Art Bulletin, XXXII, 1950, 147-150.

40    Shulman, More Than Real, 34-35.
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ics were concerned, it was painting and not literature that had to de-
fend its aesthetic credentials. Take the view of the critic Abhinav-
agupta, for example, who explained the following point made by his 
predecessor Ānandavardhana who states in his ninth-century Light on 
the Doctrine of Suggestion:

For a coincidence is a similarity to something else. As with persons, it may be 

like one’s mirror image, or like one’s portrait, or like the body [of a person] 

which resembles one’s own. Of these the poet should avoid the first, which has 

no soul of its own, and the next, which has a poor soul, but not the third, 

which has a soul indeed, although it is like something else (4.12-4.13).

Of portraits, which Ānandavardhana goes on to gloss as something 
whose “soul is worthless, although it has a substance similar to an-
other”, Abhinavagupta has this to say:

As for the second, [which is expressed with an exocentric compound, 

meaning] “that which bears a similarity to another”: its soul is worthless: for 

in an imitation, we are aware only of what is imitated, as in a painting or 

manuscript. There is no conscious awareness of the minium and other 

paints [of which it is constituted]. And this fact does not lead us to prize it.41

41   �Ānandavardhana’s verses read: saṃvādo�hyanyasādṛśyaṃ�tatpunaḥ�pratibimbavat�|�
ālekhyākāravattulyadehivacca�śarīriṇām || (4.12)�tatra�pūrvamananyātma�
tucchātma�tadanantaram�|�tṛtīyaṃ�tu�prasiddhātma�nānyasāmyaṃ�tyajetkaviḥ || 
(4.13), with the added gloss for “ālekhyākāravat” in his commentary: “tadanantarm-
ālekhyaprakhyamanyasāmyaṃ�śarīrāntarayuktamapi�tucchātmatvena�tyaktavyam”. 
Abhinavagupta in his Locana adds the following gloss: “dvitīyamityarthaḥ�anyena�
sāmyaṃ�yasya�tattathā�tucchātmeti:�anukāre�hy�anukāryabuddhireva�
citrapustādāviva�na�tu�sindūrādibuddhiḥ�sphurati,�sāpi�ca�na�cārutvāyeti�bhāvaḥ.” 
Translation after Daniel H. H. Ingalls, J. F. Masson, and M. V. Patwardhan, The 
Dhvanyāloka of�Ānandavardhana�with�the Locana of�Abhinavagupta, Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1990, 717-718.
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Abhinavagupta here considers portraits in painting to be an inferior 
mode of realizing likenesses. His reason seems to be that in paint-
ings—at least those for which verisimilitude is the organizing virtue—
we are faced with representation alone, preoccupied with what the pic-
ture is of, and not the workmanlike qualities of the painting itself or its 
facture. That last word “facture” is a term of art not as popular today 
as it was in the early 1900s, but which is exactly right here, alerting us 
as it does to what Abhinavagupta finds valuable in our receptivity to 
art: the quality of the execution of the work, with particular reference 
to the process through which it comes to be, and the materials of which 
it is made. It might seem curious to us today that a critic should find a 
greater relevance for facture in the aesthetic appreciation of literature 
rather than in painting, but it can be ameliorated somewhat by a re-
minder that the intrinsic valuableness of the material properties of lan-
guage that is crafted as literature was never lost sight of by critics. The 
contentious part is the polemical and contrastive intent of the argu-
ment, but however contested it might be today (and might have been 
then), is clear enough: unlike literature, Abhinavagupta states, any art 
of pure representation (not incorporating, in itself, other dimensions of 
signification and evocation) does not sustain our attention. It is trans-
parent, showing us the thing represented, but nothing else. It is, to use 
his striking phrase, capitalizing on one meaning of ātmā (self, soul): 
body-poor! 

 While it is helpful to keep Abhinavagupta’s argument against 
crude mimesis as an aesthetic virtue in mind, it is perhaps better also 
to seek for a context for our image not in theoretical claims for the 
kinds of aesthetic virtues which sustain our attention, but more con-
cretely in examples that help us see what is involved in thinking with 
likeness in literature.

In Sanskrit literature, people often encounter extreme states 
wherein they become statues of themselves, or become their own shad-
ows (which is a visual echo of a kind); or they even become reflections 
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of themselves.42 

Sometimes this is brought to our attention at the level of image, 
wherein we are told of people who become, or seem to others to be, 
“like a golden image (statue) of themselves,” to take one ambiguous 
example of either perfection, or becoming inhuman (in a morally dubi-
ous sense); and sometimes it is a matter of the (aberrant) literalization 
of a figure, metamorphosis from metaphor, not unlike the case of 
Gregor Samsa waking up to find himself transformed into a unge-
heures�Ungeziefer. Whereas Kafka famously wrote to the publisher in 
1915 that the creature was not to be visualized, or depicted,43 despite 
the efforts of such critics as Vladimir Nabakov to manage to identify 
(to their own satisfaction) with entomological exactness the metamor-
phosis intimated, the horror in Sanskrit is often of the person becom-
ing something that is all too easily visualized, the very image of them-
selves, and too much so. 44 As with Sītā, invisible, staring at the golden 

42    The literature to comb through is vast. A very good way to orient oneself to this is to 
attend to Wendy Doniger’s fine essay, “Transsexual Transformations of Subjectivity 
and Memory in Hindu Mythology”, now reprinted in her On Hinduism, New Delhi: 
Aleph Book Company, 2013, 342-359; especially 356. See also Steven Collins’ exem-
plary discussion of the ambiguous image of the Buddha in his penultimate life as a 
human being, that of Vessantara, described thus before performing the morally ambi-
guous deed for which he was known: “And the Great Being came out of his hut, and 
seated himself upon a slab of stone like a golden image.” Steven Collins, Nirvana and 
Other Buddhist Felicities: Utopias of the Pali Imaginaire Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1998, 509. For stories not of reduction, but proliferation of selves, 
and questioning the nature of visual representation in dreams as distinct from pain-
tings, see Doniger, Dreams, 64. I am grateful to Jane Mikkelson for bringing this 
discussion to my attention.

43    Quoted in Franz Kafka, The Complete Stories, New York: Schocken Books, 1971, 15. 
For the curious case of a writer of imaginative powers not willing to let go of the 
challenge to visual imagination, consider Nabokov, who consistently claimed to have 
enough descriptive detail to fix the exact image Kafka was presenting us with, (so-
mething of a “brown, convex, dog-sized beetle”) to the extent of drawing the creature 
for his students. See Vladimir Nabokov, Lectures on Literature, New York: Harcourt 
Brace and Company, 1980, 258-259.

44    As far as usage goes, it is worth noting that the words used to conceptualize likeness 
are not restricted to only one sensory medium (despite my awkward visual metaphor 
above). Thus words like pratimā (“image, likeness, picture, statue, figure, idol, re-
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likeness of herself that has taken her place in her husband’s rituals, the 
representations of oneself promote, however momentarily, a recogni-
tion of the fragility of the persons we are.45

flection, shadow, etc.), and even upamā (usually found as the technical term of art for 
simile) are not in everyday usage restricted to linguistic, or visual senses of resem-
blance alone. As Monier Williams’ Dictionary records, upamā can mean: compari-
son, resemblance, equality, similarity; a resemblance (as a picture, portrait, etc.). On 
the question of continuity between sensory modalities where “imitation” as a prin-
ciple is concerned in Greek, see Stephen Halliwell, The Aesthetics of Mimesis: Anci-
ent�Texts�and�Modern�Problems, Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002, 157. 
For a brilliant discussion of definitions of the literary figure simile (looking over 
Appaya Dīkṣita’s considerably erudite shoulders, and distinguishing between the act 
of comparison, as opposed to the product of such descriptions of similarity 
(sādṛśyavarṇana) see Yigal Bronner, “What is New and What is Navya: Sanskrit 
Poetics on the Eve of Colonialism”, Journal of Indian Philosophy, 30, 2002, 441-462, 
here 444-449. For the continuity of principles of likeness in creating concrete por-
traits in language and painting, see Vincent Lefèvre’s helpful discussion in his Por-
traiture in Early India: Between Transience and Eternity, Leiden: Brill, 2011, 164. 
The continuities obtaining between aesthetic principles constitutive of visual art and 
literature in South Asia would not be complete without taking into account Yigal 
Bronner’s helpful discussion of the realization in plastic arts—such as in sculpture 
and architecture—of even such prima facie uniquely linguistic effects as sustained, 
narrative paronomasia; see his Extreme Poetry: The South Asian Movement of Simul-
taneous Narration, New York: Columbia University Press, 2010, 7-11 and 92-97. De-
spite this, it should be noted that visual narration (as in painting and sculpture) in 
ancient India possessed an aesthetic integrity of its own and demands its own criteria 
for analysis; though beyond the scope of this study, see Vidya Dehejia, “Narrative 
Modes in Ajanta Cave 17: A Preliminary Study”, South Asian Studies, 7, 1991, 45-57; 
“On Modes of Visual Narration in Early Buddhist Art”, Art Bulletin, LXXXII, 3, 
1990, 374-392.

45    See Act 3.240 in Bhavabhūti’s Uttararāmacarita, translated in Sheldon Pollock, 
Rama’s Last Act, New York: New York University Press, 2007, 226-227; of course, 
Bhavabhūti’s first act, in which the heroes of the Rāmāyana tour their own story in a 
picture gallery shows Bhavabhūti to perhaps be the most self-aware poet concerning 
the role of representations for memory and self-knowledge. See pages 40-41 of the 
introduction by Sheldon Pollock. The theme of self-discovery in a picture gallery is 
also on display in the eleventh chapter of the Kashmirian poet Jayanaka’s 
Pṛthvīrājavijayamahākāvyam (perhaps dated 1193-1200 C.E.), which gives us to see 
the hero Pṛthvīrāja retiring to his picture gallery after battle, and browsing through 
illustrated manuscripts to dramatic effect. See Manabendu Banerjee, “Some Speci-
mens of Art and Architecture in the Pṛthvīrājavijayakāvya”, in: id. Aspects of Sansk-
rit Architectural Texts, Kolkata: Saraswat Kunja, 2010.
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One of the finer turns on these kinds of figurations of likeness is in 
Kālidāsa’s play of memory and forgetting, The Recognition of 
Śakuntalā (from which we have already cited). The scene involves the 
heroine’s amnesiac beloved, the king, allowing himself to forget that 
he is staring at a painting of Śakuntalā he himself has painted, a por-
trait come to life of the woman he cruelly spurned before when he 
could neither recollect who she was nor his promises to her. His nostal-
gia for her is not idle, but active, as it were, making her and his idyllic 
past with her real before him, as he dwells with the painting, recreating 
the scene of their mutual discovery of one another for the first time: 
when a bee alights on the portrait, the king acts as he did before—rec-
reating his earlier scene of seduction— gallantly waving it away, to no 
avail, and meeting with nothing but the laughter of the clown who here 
presents us with our own good sense. He is mad, we are told, but this 
once, recollection and self-awareness is a culprit, turning the woman 
before him (a creature of longing and imagination, and forgetting) 
“back�into�a�painting”—

Clown: It’s just a painting, you know

King:   Just a painting?

Miśrakeśi (aside): I get it too, but he is given over to a painted world of his own!

King:    Friend, why extend me such malice?

                            While I experienced the joy in seeing her

                       Being, as it were, truly before her

                       (My mind entirely given over to her)

                             You had my memory turn my beloved

                             Back again into a painting.46

46    bhoḥ citraṃ khalv etat / rājā: kathaṃ citram? /Miśrakeṡī [or: sānumatī]: aham 
apīdānīm avagatārthā / kiṃ punar yathālikhitānubhāvy eṣaḥ / rājā: vayasya kim idam 
anuṣṭhitaṃ paurobhāgyam: darśanasukham anubhavataḥ sākṣād iva tanmayena 
hṛdayena /smṛtikāriṇā tvayā me punar api citrīkṛtā kāntā. Translation (with conside-
rable modifications) after Coulson, Three Sanskrit Plays, 134.
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A too near likenesses, even for a painted human, is often a signal of 
loss—and so the king weeps for the painting that became a painting 
again, for even here is the loss of presence. Of course, this is a kind of 
madness, and the figuration in this sublime moment shows us the dif-
ference between two great movements in Sanskrit literature: the transi-
tion from inner fantasy to living, embodied beings, and the transition 
from the latter to the former.47 But the point circles around how iden-
tity and likeness are not to be conflated: does the king tell us, reflect-
ing on his own experience retrospectively, that she was present before 
him, directly before him as it were, because his mind was one with her, 
or absorbed with her or even simply identified with her or her likeness? 
The Sanskrit construction “tan-maya” is ambiguous, and clearly ironic: 
even retrospectively, the king cannot bring himself to distinguish the 
likeness from the woman. 

Of the two types of transformations, we are in this essay con-
cerned with the transformation of persons into representations of 
themselves, into the making of absences, even as the transformation of 
fantasy to reality contributes to making the present more than real. 
Given the salience of these modes for thinking about human presence, 
it is surely salient that the finest statement against being reductive 
about the presence of persons should have been formulated by Kālidāsa, 
and offered in an image refusing to reduce one’s beloved to a likeness, 
thus refusing the false consolations in poetry of a too proleptic imagination:

47    This formulation, as will be readily recognized, is indebted to David Shulman, whose 
More Than Real constitutes in part a profound study of the first mode of transforma-
tion. Shulman, More Than Real, 26. I would like to cite an equivalent (though less 
proximate) source of inspiration for my formulation, that of Kālidāsa recorded in a 
variant verse in his Śakuntalā (verse 2.9) recording the King’s wonder, translated by 
Phyllis Granoff as follows: “I think this jewel of a woman must have been created in 
some unique way, such is her beauty and such do I imagine the powers of the creator 
to be. Perhaps he made her as a painting into which he infused life, or as a purely 
mental image into which he infused corporeality (citre niveśya parikalpitasattvayogā 
/ rūpoccayena manasā vidhinā kṛtā nu | strīratnasṛṣtir aparā pratibhāti sā me / dhātur 
vibhutvaṃ anucintya vapuśaca tasyāḥ ||).” Granoff, “Portraits, Likenesses, and Loo-
king Glasses”, 78-9.
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I see your body in the dark vines;      your pointed glances in trembling looks

Of startled deer; the reflected beauty      of your face in the moon; your tresses

In the peacock’s plume, and the diverting grace of your eyebrows in straying ripples 

On the river’s water—

But look, my anxious love: no likeness of you yourself, ever, gathered in a single place.

There is wisdom in this: a young lover—a figuration of the poet in all 
of us—reassuring his lover that even in his imagination of her he will 
not allow her to be reduced to her own likeness. Recall Abhinavagup-
ta’s point that it is the reliance on representation as a criterion for suc-
cess in painting that renders this mode of realizing likeness impover-
ished, an offering of body-poor presences. 

Setting aside the question of aesthetic judgment, it is helpful to 
insist on the point that likeness is understood very concretely when 
speaking of portraits. As Phyllis Granoff has shown us (usefully off-
setting a commonly expressed, but inaccurate generalization of the na-
ture of likenesses in South Asia), portraits are not presented to us as 
instances of the realization of generic types or ideals, but as represen-
tations of individuals. It is insofar as portraits are of persons, and ex-
hibit their concrete likenesses, that they enter in as vehicles, even pro-
tagonists, of plots in Sanskrit literature.48 Even Buddhist monastic 
codes knew that portraiture concerned the likeness of persons, and not 
that of types. When the story of Nanda caught doodling on a rock by 
his elder is recalled to explain the rule forbidding monks from indulg-

48    I cannot recommend enough Phyllis Granoff’s essay “Portraits, Likenesses, and Loo-
king Glasses: Some Literary and Philosophical Reflections on Representation and 
Art in Medieval India”. See especially note 6, page 66, and page 69. This essay is in a 
way a footnote to Granoff’s central point expressed on page 69: “[S]ome Sanskrit 
dramas used the possibility of representational art as a starting point for a philosophi-
cal discussion on the very nature of art and reality. In these Sanskrit dramas the por-
trait is far more than simply an exact likeness of an unique individual and / or a device 
that moves along a sequence of events that culminates in the hero’s marriage to the 
heroine. A portrait becomes a means through which we come to realize certain fun-
damental truths about the nature of existence.” This essay is a realization of such an 
insight at the humble level of a simile.
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ing in painting, it is clearly stated that he was chastised for painting the 
likeness of his wife, Subhadrā, or at least his wife’s body on a rock, and 
not for painting an anonymous woman, or a generic fantasy of a woman 
(as we might imagine schoolboys carving anonymous and improbable 
archetypes of female forms on the wood of their desks). The Buddha 
went on to accuse Nanda of allowing desire to incarnate in shape and 
color, implicitly recognizing that desire realized through art aims at 
finding satisfaction in exact likenesses.49

           The fragility of our condition is shown by the ease with which 
surrogates—our likenesses—can take over our place—the place of the 
persons that they model—in ritual, in life, and as the targets of our 
desiring minds. A recognition of the promise and threat of likenesses 
allows us a way of sensitizing ourselves to the existential overtones of 
the image of being like a portrait of oneself.

Yet an awareness of such an existential overtone need not al-
ways be signaled by verses borne down by their own gravity, as is 
brought out in a charming example we owe to the poet Bilhaṇa, (writ-
ing in the tenth century). He is nostalgically recreating for us the ideal 
observances of ritual in the village of his youth, and describing its ef-
fects on the king of the gods no less:

When the smoke of ritual filled in the sky

He did not hear what anyone asked of him,

Nor did he think of the vault of heaven

Where there is no pain: The Mighty One was

Graven, as if in a painting, shadowless.50

49    For the text and translation of this story from the Kṣudrakavastu, see Gregory Scho-
pen, “The Bones of a Buddha and the Business of a Monk: Conservative Monastic 
Values in an Early Mahāyāna Polemical Tract”, in: id. Figments and Fragments of 
Mahāyāna�Buddhism�in�India, Honolulu: University of Hawai’i Press, 2005, 63-108, 
here 69-70.

50    Translation after the text and translation of verse 18.74 in: Georg Bühler (ed.), Vikra-
mānkadevacharita: A�Life�of�King�Vikramāditya—Tribhuvana�Malla�of�Kalyaṇa,�compo-
sed�by�his�Vidyāapati�Bilhaṇa, Bombay: Govt. Central Book Depot, 1875, 11, 161-162.
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Though to my ear slightly good humored, the awareness of the existen-
tial dimension of the image is still active. What makes the image at the 
close work is stasis and non-responsiveness (which we now know to be 
important, if ambiguous themes), but there is also, in Bilhaṇa’s hands, 
the suggestion here of the curious condition of humans: our being pos-
sessed of shades, our being fully dimensional creatures. 

Gods are creatures of light—as their name, deva, from the root 
div, to shine, intimates51—and usually cast no shadow, living in space 
which can be “filled in” (pūrayati) by smoke, an absence waiting to be 
given definition by relatively insubstantial effects of human acts. The 
smoke is tasked with conveying the offerings of ritual, but here the ve-
hicle transfers the god, as it were, to a utopic condition, not bringing 
him to earth, but to an altered state, curiously continuous with his own. 
Figures in paintings—beings without bodies—cast no shadow either, 
and by the image at least, gods and painted figures, however otherwise 
different, are two ways of being creatures involved with light that es-
cape the human plane. They do not exist quite under the sun as we do.52 

One must recognize that Bilhaṇa’s sly verse is not a critique of 
perspective or depth in painting. He is thinking with the figure, and not 

51    This, it should be said, is from the point of view of historical etymology. While cog-
nizant of this explanation, many classical authors prefer other explanations. For ex-
ample, Abhinavagupta once explains the root “div” to mean, “to play”, and the gods 
are thus those whose characteristic form of activity is a ludic form of being. 
(Gītārthasaṃgrāha, IV.25). One text enumerates the following meanings for the ver-
bal root “div”: play; desire to conquer; daily activity; splendor; adoration, movement 
(divu�krīḍā-vijigīṣā-vyavahāra-dyuti-stuti-gatiṣu). See note 525, to page 125 of Lyne 
Bansat-Boudon and Kamaleshadatta Tripathi, An Introduction to Tantric Philosophy: 
The�Paramārthasāra�of�Abhinavagupta�with�the�Commentary�of�Yogarāja, London: 
Routledge,2011.

52    The point here is not theological definiteness, but poetic suggestion. While it is in-
deed usual in South Asia to hear of the lack of shadows separating gods from humans, 
this need not be absolute. See Wendy Doniger, “The Shadow Sita and the Phantom 
Helen”, in her Splitting the Difference: Gender and Myth in Ancient Greece and In-
dia, Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1999, 8-79, here 65-66. See also the work 
of Charles Malamoud cited therein, “Les dieux n’ont pas d’ombre: remarques sur la 
langue secrete des dieux dans l’Inde ancient”, in: Charles Malamoud, Cuire le monde, 
Paris: Edition la Découverte, 1989.
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about it. Another poet, Bilhaṇa’s compatriot, offered the complemen-
tary observation to round out the place of such figurations in our 
thoughts about ourselves: Kṣemendra has us believe that time is to 
humans, has its effects on us, in the way that smoke does on a paint-
ing.53 Again, this is not an image of fire damage, but of necessity. 
Paintings were illuminated by the light of oil lamps, and thus, the poet 
seems to say, what brings them into view also serves, over time, to ob-
scure them. Aśvaghoṣa’s invocation of painting is perhaps best seen in 
light of a concern with how humans come into view, and how, alterna-
tively, the persons they are can be lost from view. To appreciate the 
way in which we are given to think of this theme, we must pay atten-
tion to the nature of movement in Aśvaghoṣa’s verse. Our interest in 
ekphrasis must then be adapted, and if we may so extend the insight of 
Horace with which we began, we must ask: do persons disappear from 
view in poetry, as in painting?

 The Verse in Sanskrit: Looking More Closely

In a poem entitled “Self-Portrait”, the twentieth-century poet and 
scholar A. K. Ramanujan had this to say: “I resemble everyone, but 
myself.” But despite Ramanujan’s complaint, it might very well not be 
a good thing to resemble oneself, or to be reduced to a likeness of one-
self. Or so Aśvaghoṣa suggests, I will argue, if we take that last image 
seriously. Recall the image: “they looked like shapes in a painting,” or 
more directly, and bringing us closer to the overtones of the exact 
phrasing: “they stood, as if painted [in place]”. We do not hear it aright 

53    Kṣemendra offers this image in his Darpadālanam, quoted in Ananda K. Coomaras-
wamy, “One Hundred References to Indian Painting”, Artibus�Asiae, 4/1, 1930-1932, 
41-57: “by the smoke of time something beautiful comes to present an unattractive 
appearance”, a comment preceded by the observation that “the body of a youth is 
naturally compared to a painting lacking the definition of the different parts by the 
outlines”.
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if we do not get the feeling that the women have disappeared into a 
painting of themselves. We have to see how the sense of catastrophic 
reduction is shown, or enacted, if you will, and not only stated.

Prepared by some context to consider the existential overtones 
of figurations of painting in literature, it is time to turn to Aśvaghoṣa’s 
verse again. As preparation for a close reading, consider the Sanskrit 
for a moment, for its texture:

���hatatviṣo�‘nyāḥ�śithilāṃsabāhavaḥ�striyo�viṣādena�vicetanā�iva�|

���na�cukruśur�nāśru�jahur�na�śaśvasur�na�celur�āsur�likhitā�iva�sthitāḥ�||

Here is the verse in English paraphrase, which cannot command quite 
the same effects:

   There were several other women, their splendor  marred, 

   the blades of their shoulders and their arms, slackened, 

   as if they had lost their minds in ruinous despair—

               they did not cry out; they shed no tears; 

               they did not sigh; and did not move, but 

               stood, 

                 as if 

               painted, 

               in place. 

In these last two feet—

���na�cukruśur�nāśru�jahur�na�śaśvasur�na�celur�āsur�likhitā�iva�sthitāḥ

—we are given to hear four cancelled verbs:

���na�cukruśur�nāśru�jahur�na�śaśvasur�na�celur�āsur,
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and after, a verbal root (sthā; meaning, to stand) is folded into a nomi-

nal form, the past passive participle “stood”, and rhymed with an ar-

resting word that precedes it, likhitā, also a participle, meaning here 

painted: likhitā�iva�sthitāh: thus, “drained of action”, the verse seems to 

say, “they�stood,�as�if�painted,�fixed�in�place”.

 It is impossible for a student of Sanskrit to miss the  

distinctive patterning of verbs in the last two feet of this verse—

na cukruśur�nāśru�jahur na śaśvasur�na�celur�āsur

 

—and the effect of the threaded sounds, na, a / ā, r, s / ś and u: these 

compose four verbs (that I have indicated in bold), and because of the 

four negations (na…na…na…na), state no action. 

The meter is un-dramatic, if a reassuring presence, with its 

steady,  reliable  beat.  The  popular  Vaṃśastha  meter  (favored  by 

Aśvaghoṣa), 12 syllables per foot (or each quarter-verse), has the fol-

lowing distribution of heavy and light syllables:

⏑−⏑− | −⏑⏑ | −⏑−⏑− 

Here ‘⏑’ represents a short syllable, and ‘−’ a long one, and the 

pattern of twelve syllables is here repeated across four feet. This is un-

dramatic, but only where it is allowed to work its effects on us in the 

dark. Taken into account with the movement of the phonetic texture, 

which beguiles us (reinforced by the meter) into finding continuity and 

motion where no action is stated, the repetitiveness of the meter ac-

quires a rather troubling aspect.

The overall impression seems to be that of a flurry of inactivity: 

a confounding, frustrating, all-too-mobile inactivity. It was the busi-

ness of some critics in Europe in the eighteenth century to coordinate 

a range of received insights and established commonplaces on the con-

tinuity of painting and poetry in an attempt to distinguish the arts of 

painting and poetry.

Gotthold Ephraim Lessing, for one, thought that you could do 

so by zeroing in on the verb (and thus action) as the true subject for 
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poetry, as objects in space, or bodies, were served to characterize the 
domain of painting:

Objects or parts of objects which exist in space are called bodies. Accordingly, 

bodies with their visible properties are the true subjects of painting. Objects or 

parts of objects which follow one another are called actions. Accordingly, ac-

tions are the true subjects of poetry.54

 

Were Lessing aware that such a division of labor might be enacted 
within language, distinguishing, for example, between the referents of 
nouns and verbs (as grammarians in South Asia did),55 what would he 
have made of a verse such as Aśvaghoṣa’s, which seems designed to 
challenge the auditor to construe a scene that is of a moment, but which 
cannot be followed except in a succession of absent actions? Aśvaghoṣa 
has distributed the resources of language carefully, apportioning nouns 
(and passive participles) to the first two feet, and verbs to the last two 
feet of the verse. Perhaps Lessing would have us note that you do ap-
proach a limit close to painting when the actions stated in language 
approach stillness through negations. 

Stillness, it seems, is a reason offered in this verse as part of the 
poetic argument made by the simile: “They were painted, as it were”. To 
which we might ask, “why?” The proximate reason we are offered is that 
they were shock-still, you might say, they stood passive, immobile. But 
the verse is not invested in stating this fact alone, nor is it invested in 

54    The quotation is from G. E. Lessing, Laocoön,�or�On�the�Limits�of�Painting�and�Poe-
try, 1766, which I first read as quoted in Lilian R. Furst, “Autumn in the Romantic 
Lyric: An Exemplary Case of Paradigm Shift”, in: Esterhammer (ed.), Romantic Po-
etry, 3-23, here 9. I have relied on the translation by Edward Allen McCormick, Lao-
coon: an essay on the limits of painting and poetry, Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 
1962, 78. For a study of Lessing’s role as a coordinator of historical insights, see H. B. 
Nisbet, Gotthold�Ephraim�Lessing:�His� Life,�Works� and�Thought, Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008, 304.

55    See Eivind Kahrs, “Action, Being and Brahman”, Journal of Hindu Studies, 6, 2013, 
317-332.
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reducing language to a “descriptive stillness”, as it were. We might have 
rested with this if all we had was the nominal and picturesque first two 
feet alone (which recalls, in its absence of verbs, Kālidāsa’s picturesque 
description of nature stilled):

Several other women: their splendor marred, 

The blades of their shoulders and their arms: slackened, 

Mindless, as it were, through despair:

But this effect is quite different from the effect of the flurry of immo-
bility in the next two feet of the verse, which, when viewed phoneti-
cally, are anything but still. There is an under-tow to this verse—a fact 
about its workmanlike surface, or facture, if you will—that compli-
cates our assessment of what it is saying. We must not fall foul of Ab-
hinavagupta’s stricture as a critic that what is important frequently lies 
elsewhere than in the representational content of verse. We want, to 
use a metaphor, the “verbal paint”.

 This is one way of approaching what Lessing would have 
called the “boundary” of poetry, but one is moved to ask: is it one 
which can be approached only from the side of literature? The sugges-
tion seems to be this: it is one thing to get at the fact of becoming a 
likeness, but there is also something it is like to be in such a reduced 
state, an experience of reduction which can only be conveyed by the 
texture of the verse. Urged by Aśvaghosa’s mobile ornaments, we are 
led to suggest that what is salient about being someone, and conscious 
of being someone, precisely that which exceeds our likenesses. And 
not every representation embodies, manifests, or makes present “in the 
round”, this difference.

To answer what is involved in this requires attending to the least 
details. The texture of the verse (as was noted by literary critics in the 
tenth century) consists in a distinctive arrangement of nouns and verbs 
(the first two feet consist entirely in nominal forms, and the last two 
feet seemingly in verbs, except for the last three words), which one 
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learned critic counted as a distinctive effect of grammar on literary 
texture. While this is true, what difference does such a textural differ-
ence make to representation?

The language is out of joint, wrenched at least, and palpably 
so.56 Students of English literature are not at all entirely innocent of 
such literary effects, even the fact of lines possibly weeding out nouns 
from verbs in making their case. Thus Alexander Pope could offer us 
an inventory of what man must attempt to comprehend: 

His actions’, passions’, beings’, use and end.

Why doing, suffering, checked, impelled; and why (I, 66-67).

The sifting out of the language into only nouns in one line, followed by 
verbs alone, is something critic Helen Vendler thinks a grammatical 
surfeit, an instance not of clarity in the exposition of an idea, but of 
language outpacing thought.57 If language here is outpacing anything, 
it is indicative of the resistance to the accelerating disappearance of the 
persons.

With Aśvaghoṣa too, the apparent facts are those of heaping, of 
piling it on. And everywhere there is a meditation on the salience of 
motion. For though the verbs are denied, and though it is grammati-
cally wrenched apart (which might suggest the absence of life), the line 
is eerily continuous phonetically, which is its own reduction of sorts: a 
sub-human motion.

One might be in the phonetic continuous stretch, tempted to 
hear in the verbal texture of the last two feet in Sanskrit with its four 

56    It is to the credit of the translators into Tibetan that they have managed this, in the way 
the first and the third feet alternate between nominal and verbal constructions respec-
tively: (29a1) dpung�pa�lag�pa�mnyam�źing�gzi�brjid�bcom�pa�yis�|�|�bud�med�gzhan�
rnams�yid�mi�bde�bas�sems�med�bzhin�||�mchi�ma�ma�bton�’o�dod�’bod�min�dbugs�med�
par�|�|�gyo�bral�ri�mo�bris�pa�bzhin�du�gnas�par�gyur. 

57    From Pope’s first epistle of the Essay of Man published in 1733. Helen Vendler, Poets 
Thinking:�Pope,�Whitman,�Dickinson,�Yeats, Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 
2004, 25-26.
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threaded verbs a cacophony of jeweled women falling to the ground, a 
coherent rearrangement in a limited space, approximating the con-
founding of bodies redistributed in predictable ways—an effect of the 
redistribution and recycling of phonemes across the line. But the only 
motion we are actually offered is couched in a dead metaphor (through 
the verbal root *sad, meaning to sink down, or move down, but hiding 
in the word translated as “despair”), in a simile expressing a brief par-
adox with throwaway eloquence: the women are as if senseless with 
despair, he says, in English, or “almost blacked out”, in Olivelle’s 
phrase. How does this connect with being like a likeness in a painting? 

There is passage between the two figures: being (a) as if sense-
less with despair, and being (b) as if fixed in place in a painting. There 
is a dead metaphor tying up the first two feet with (a), and a live one in 
(b) capping the entire verse, and one can cross from one figure to the 
other by seeing how the former might be activated in the preparation 
for the latter.

The dead metaphor in (a) concerns depression, a psychological 
reduction. In the Chinese translation, there is very little time between 
the first image and the second:

内感心慘結  不動如畫人
Their minds bound fast with woe, they did not move, like people in a painting.

From this we would not see that we are dealing with two different im-
ages, both concerning motion in a sense. The English does not really 
do much better here either, even though it takes the time to say “they 
were as if senseless in despair”.

The women are described as being as if without thought, or in-
sentient. A tree can be *vi-cit, without mind, inert, dead, but not be-
cause of an emotional state, like despair, surely. But the women are 
not, of course, unconscious, much less are they insentient, but merely 
seem to be so (hence the simile-marker, iva). They are without delib-
erative intent, without agency (cetanā). Their minds are elsewhere, or 
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worse, present, but drained of all presence.
This is a nice touch, but the true hand (or ear) of the master may 

be seen in the fact that the tension lies not in the juxtaposition of a men-
tal condition like despair and the seemingly insentient state they are in, 
but between their physical state—their sinking, inevitably in shock, 
seen in the lassitude of their limbs, even as their light (or brilliance) 
goes out of them—and the word for “despair”: for that word in Sanskrit 
hides on its surface its etymological roots in the action of sinking (vi-
ṣad). 

The women are not truly senseless, which is to say, insentient, 
though they seem to suffer the state of mind for which “falling down, 
sinking” is a metaphor, but they are truly fixed in place (sthitāh), im-
mobilized, because of their sinking, downwardly mobile quality of 
mind, a condition that makes the brief grammatical paroxysm of mo-
tion in their description all the more terrifying. We are hearing a verse 
attempting to mime what it is like to no longer be there.

And in hearing this, in following the suggestiveness of the least 
details of the verse, it is momentarily as if we hear what we ought to 
hear, and feel: a resistance to the fate of women becoming objectified 
in a mere likeness of themselves. We sense this much, even as the 
grammatical form of the line seems to protest its fate: the subsuming 
of sinuous verbs into an empty, hollow pair of echoing nominal forms, 
that repeats the frozen grammatical form of the nominal first two feet. 
The last two feet of this verse form a line that mirrors in its texture just 
what the author here does when he folds all the resources at the com-
mand of narrative to representation in an immobile, and inflexible me-
dium (the nominal predicative sentence), which in turn, in one last 
metaphor, is just what he says happens: they�stood,�as�if�painted. 

If you allow that there are actually paintings of this scene (per-
haps there are some even illustrating this episode), each with their own 
criteria for suggesting loss and despair—a gesture of the hand, a las-
situde of the limbs, or vacancy in a stare not meeting the gaze of those 
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present, for example58—then the bravado of absent motion renders palpa-
ble the cost of reduction to being a likeness in a further sense. Aśvaghoṣa’s 
verse reads, as I suggested above, as if he is describing a painting (as 
Kālidāsa’s verse on nature being engraved in a painting was later to sug-
gest). But in doing so, Aśvaghoṣa is offering a masterful (non-semantic) 
figuration which seeks to go beyond the stated semantic figure with which 
he closes; for the figure of a painting, I think, is in the end a figure of figu-
ration, inviting us to explore the “boundaries” (to borrow Lessing’s term) 
of language itself. 

That the word I translate as ‘painted’ can also mean ‘what is written’, 
as in a document, (the root of the word is ‘to scratch on a surface’), only adds 
to our sense that we are here dealing with a power of representation, acutely 
self-conscious. It is just the trick we are likely to dismiss as empty sounds, 
the motions palpably absent, that allows the description to swerve away from 
the image of the last line—a complete reduction of persons to stillness: 
Aśvaghoṣa’s portraits of ruin in language are not reducible to the fixed im-
ages of ruin they state they present. There is a difference in kinds of likeness 
—the way language embodies likeness, and the way visual arts do. But nei-
ther would be adequate unless the women were not first reduced through 
despair to be the kind of thing that can be mimed in either medium.

58    Though I cannot detail the many criteria for aesthetic success in the representations 
of emotional states as would have governed artists, I would like to record a debt to 
Professor S. Swaminathan of IIT Delhi, whose amateur (in the best sense of the word) 
perspectives on the art (and aesthetics) of the paintings in Ajanta first alerted me to 
the continuity of South Asian theories of literature, drama, music and painting exhi-
bited in the work of the anonymous artists. For an example of this critic’s work, see 
the article “Wonders of Ajanta”, in Frontline, February 21, 2014, http://www.frontline.
in/arts-and-culture/heritage/wonders-of-ajanta/article5642325.ece, [accessed:  20.12.2014]. 
On a more academic note, for the continuity of literature in Sanskrit and the plastic 
arts as evidenced in Ajanta, see Dieter Schlingloff’s Guide�to�the�Ajanta�Paintings,�
vol.�1:�Narrative�Wall�Paintings, New Delhi: Munshiram Manoharlal, 1999. On the 
many styles of the artisans involved, see Walter Spink, Ajanta: History and Develop-
ment,�vol.� I, Leiden: Brill, 2005, 368. For an illuminating review of the history of 
different critical perspectives on the frescoes of Ajanta, see Mandira Sharma, “Dis-
quisitions on the Paintings of Ajanta”, in Parul Pandya Dhar (ed.), Indian Art History: 
Changing Perspectives, New Delhi: National Museum Institute, 2011.
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Fig.: Depiction of the Grief of a Woman (possibly Sundarī, wife of Nanda, on the latter’s 

conversion to the life of a monk), contested: mid 5th to mid 7th century C.E, fresco, 

Ajanta: Cave 16.  
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Conclusion: Towards Reading More Slowly 

We have now read and re-read a single verse several times. The clas-
sicist, philologist and poet A. E. Housman once said that he worked 
best on a small scale, for it was the “minute and the pedantic” which 
gave him pleasure.59 Indeed, there is value in considering virtues other 
than pleasure to be had at smaller scales of attention as I have tried to 
suggest in this essay. There remains, in fact, much more that we might 
do with this single verse. Edward Snow, in his magisterially exhaustive 
and minute reading of Bruegel’s “Games of Children” (1560) repeat-
edly demonstrated how the “self-contained detail”—even the most mi-
nor details—can become a switching point where many thematic 
tracks intersect.60 Acknowledging this to be true for literature in San-
skrit as well, we might add that there are more reasons than pleasure to 
consider the value of re-reading such detail at different speeds. By way 
of conclusion, I shall try to gesture at what some of these virtues might 
be, at least as far as Aśvaghoṣa’s poetics are concerned.

The brilliant poet and inventive literary critic Rājaśekhara, who 
flourished in the tenth century C.E., picked this verse of Aśvaghoṣa’s 
as an exemplary, or representative instance of the use of grammar in 
the cultivation of a distinctive poetic style.61 Rājaśekhara had in mind 
the distinctive distribution of nouns and verbs that we have touched on: 
the fact that the first two feet consist in entirely nominal forms, and the 

59    A. E. Housman, from his letter to the Master of Trinity, Sir Joseph Thomson, 1925, 
declining to accept the invitation to present the Clark Lectures at Trinity College. 
Quoted in the editor’s introduction to T. S. Eliot, The Varieties of Metaphysical Poe-
try, ed. Ronald Shuchard, New York: Harcourt Brace and Company, 1993, 7.

60    Edward Snow, Inside�Bruegel:�The�Play�of�Images�in�Children’s�Games, New York: 
North Point Press, 1997, 4.

61    For more on what I consider to be distinctive of the style of this poet, and coherent 
with his overall poetic ambitions, see my “The Last Embrace of Color and Leaf: Int-
roducing Aśvaghoṣa’s Disjunctive Style”, in Almost Island: The Monsoon Issue, 
2012, http://almostisland.com/winter_2012/special_issue_style/the_last_embrace_of_
colour_and_leaf.php.
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second, predominantly in finite verbs. Recall that on my reading the 
grammatical derangement of this verse is not an idle conceit, but a con-
stitutive aspect of the argument of the verse, brought to a conclusion in 
the illuminating final figure. The grammatical derangement is an ad-
junct to the implications of the aesthetic transformation, the disloca-
tion, of being transferred into a painting of oneself.

The grammatical torsion evident in this verse, however, turns 
out not to be a solitary instance in Aśvaghoṣa’s poetry. In fact, there is 
a case to be made that indulgence in this grammatical figure has much 
to tell us about Aśvaghoṣa’s orientation to his work as a craftsmen of 
language, and as a theologian who thinks in literature (to use “theolo-
gian” for want of a better word for intimating his taking the claims of 
his faith, or if you prefer, his affective orientation to the Buddha and 
his doctrine, seriously).

  Going forward with this verse, we could, for example, take 
the kind of syntactic torsion that introduces us here to the figure of 
women who have become likenesses of themselves as emblematic of 
madness, of a psychological reduction or loss of coherence, in the wake 
of crisis. This is something Aśvaghoṣa himself encourages us to do 
when he allows madness or extreme psychological states like grief 
(which can, according to most Buddhist theories of the mind, result in 
madness) to be figured in language as verbal parataxis of the kind we 
see in this verse. 

Consider this depiction of the grief of Nanda’s wife, Sundarī—
the woman depicted in figure 1—on which she is said to literally “go 
out of her mind,” in a verse exploiting a phonetically richly inwrought 
paratactic syntax: 
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She went out of her mind:

Wept; then grew languid; screamed; and then fell exhausted. 

She paced about; stood still; talked up a storm; brooded; then 

           Grew in anger, tore apart her garland, 

                       scratched at her face, rent her garment.62

The kind of mental disruption on display here is thought to be best en-
acted by a distortion, or constriction, of the intrinsic temporal scale of 
a sentence, or statement, with several activities crowding out the space 
of a single, deliberate stretch of activity. With such poetic attention, we 
could speak of madness as figured by a particular incoherence of mo-
tion, for the paratactic syntax brings into view a kind of anxiety, if not 
pain itself, figured here in an image of a person reduced to a stream of 
disconnected actions, despite the sequence, a caricature of human tem-
poral rhythms, which is what makes it “mindless”. If motion human-
ized is activity, as the literary critic Angus Fletcher has argued,63 ac-
tivity reduced to motion is dehumanizing. 

To consider the verse enacting the reduction of persons to like-
nesses of themselves in light of Aśvaghoṣa’s use of parataxis as a fig-
ure for madness suggests that one of Aśvaghoṣa’s master tropes for 
madness is a derangement of the descriptive order of grammar, albeit 
one illuminated in one case by the figure of women reduced to a like-
ness of themselves. We might then say that the deep corollary to the 
superficial figure of visual likeness is parataxis, the limit of language 

62    From Saundarananda:� vibhrāntacitteva� tadā� babhūva || 6.33d || ruroda mamlau 
virurāva� jaglau� babhrāma� tasthau� vilalāpa� dadhyau� /� cakāra� roṣaṃ� vicakāra�
mālyaṃ�cakarta�vaktraṃ�vicakarṣa�vastram || 6.34 ||. This is not an isolated example, 
and I hope to take up Aśvaghoṣa’s techniques for enacting madness and his theory of 
persons elsewhere. For a few more examples, see the syntactically equivalent depic-
tion of madness of grief in Buddhacaritam: 6.68 and 8.70. Curiously, in his A Dictio-
nary of the English Language (1755), Samuel Johnson exemplifies his definition of 
madness as “fury, rage” with an instance of parataxis from Dryden: “He rav’d with 
all the madness of despair, / He roar’d, he beat his breast, and tore his hair.”

63    Fletcher, Time Space and Motion, 38.
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wherein the elements of language are resolved into component parts, 
noun and verb, each apart from the other, and where the phonetic con-
tinuity of the component parts conceals the movements and dissolution 
of language. 

But contextualizing our verse in this way allows us once again 
to stress that there is, implicitly, a contrast between two modes of 
showing us something: on the one hand, there is the invocation of the 
visual, enshrined in the simile of women becoming like paintings of 
themselves; on the other hand, there is the grammatical figure, which 
does not state anything, but viscerally brings into view an overtone 
which can, if brought to the fore, seem to crowd out our appreciation 
for the evident visual simile. The grammar shows us, in fact, the pov-
erty of even this most startling of figures. 

As I suggested in the previous section, a distinction is perhaps 
being made between two orders of representation. I have been arguing 
that the invocation of painting in the simile is not idle, but gives us an 
instance of a poet offering us a figure for figuration, thus alerting us to 
the issue of the contrastive values and different possibilities in distinct 
forms of representation, the literary and the visual. But the situation is 
complicated by consideration of what it means to speak of literary lan-
guage at all. 

The correlation of non-figural devices in syntax, and the figure 
of reduction to representation in an overt simile, suggests another way 
to contextualize the salience of Aśvaghoṣa’s figure of reduction. Lit-
erature, in part, is thought by many in the world of Sanskrit letters to 
be language made beautiful (and so especially valuable) through the 
skilled use of ornament, including such semantic ornaments as simile. 
I have tried in my reading of this verse to suggest, however, that in its 
final figure, and taking the grammatical texture seriously, we might be 
faced with language used in a deliberate fashion without beauty (or 
rather, the satisfactions deriving from beauty alone) as the sole crite-
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rion of success.64 Indeed, we might see here even an implicit criticism 
of ornament (including simile) as the sole criterion of aesthetic suc-
cess. 

As I intimated in the conclusion to the previous section, it is a 
striking thought that language approaches visual representation at the 
moment where persons lose what makes them human. The grammati-
cal conceit wherein language enacts the process of mental ruin allows 
Aśvaghoṣa’s description to swerve away from, or refuse to be con-
tained within the conceit of that striking visual simile—the complete 
reduction of persons to likenesses of themselves. Language shows us 
the commotion that constitutes the appearance of stillness, but only if 
we look beyond the visual simile, and refuse to that image to arrest us 
in place, trapped in the surface of apparent stillness. Aśvaghoṣa’s im-
plicit poetic argument seems to be that his grammatical portraits of 
ruin in language are not reducible to the fixed images of ruin they state 

64    I hope to develop elsewhere the argument that Aśvaghoṣa does not intend to remove 
any role for pleasure in our enumeration of the criteria for aesthetic success, but 
rather arguing that the proper locus of pleasure lies not in the evocation of beauty, but 
in the receptivity to truth and freedom he believes literature (suitably transvalued) 
can engender. (For a preliminary statement of the “pleasures, or satisfactions of 
truth”, see my comments on Aśvaghoṣa’s style as a fit between faith and grammar in 
“The Last Embrace of Color and Leaf: Introducing Aśvaghoṣa’s Disjunctive Style”, 
in Almost Island: The Monsoon Issue, 2012, cited above; see also Chandrahas 
Choudhury’s sensitive remarks in “Poetry as Medicine in Ashvaghosa’s Handsome 
Nanda”, Pratilipi: A Bilingual Literary Journal, 13, http://pratilipi.in/2008/10/poe-
try-as-medicine-in-ashvaghoshas-handsome-nanda-chandrahas-choudhury//). It is 
worth noting that such concerns are still very much with us, and not in the sense of 
critical practice alone. For “beauty” often plays a role in our pre-theoretical aesthetic 
vocabulary that can crowd-out room for other virtues. At random, I chanced across 
the following comment by András Schiff while writing this section. Speaking to a 
popular audience of the opening to Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No. 29 in B-flat Major 
(Opus 106), particularly as played at Beethoven’s own suggested tempi: “The music 
is not pretty. I get very mad when people come to me [and say], ‘Oh, it was so beauti-
ful’. What is beautiful about this? It’s great, and it’s expressive, and it’s true, but it is 
not beautiful.” András Schiff, Beethoven Lecture-Recitals, London: Wigmore Hall, 
2004-2006, http://www.wigmore-hall.org.uk/schiffbeethovenlecturerecitals (13’ 10” 
to 13’ 29”), [accessed: 24.12.2014].
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they present, and therefore language, but not painting, motion and not 
likeness, shows us what we value in ourselves. To focus only on orna-
ment in language would be to suffer the loss Aśvaghoṣa’s persons in 
crisis do: to become too much like images of themselves.

We are, thus, being reoriented to the domain of phenomeno-
logical presentation and our pre-theoretical valuation of this domain. 
Consider the frame of the verse, something which I have thus far ig-
nored in my commentary, by focusing on the word “brilliance”, or 
“splendor” or “luster” (tviṣā), in the opening phrase of the first line of 
the verse: “their luster vitiated (hatatviṣā)…”. 

The poet Kālidāsa knew this to be the important phrase in 
Aśvaghoṣa’s verse.65 From the third canto of the Raghuvaṃśa, Kālidāsa 
has the following (as translated by E. H. Johnston):

65    The seemingly omniscient E. H. Johnston noted in his translation of this verse (on 
page 109, note 25, of his Acts of the Buddha) that this verse from Kālidāsa showed 
some evidence of Kālidāsa’s conscious allusion to Aśvaghoṣa’s verse; Kālidāsa has: 
āriṣṭaśayyāṃ�parito�visāriṇā�sujanmanastasya�nijena� tejasā� |�niśīthadīpāḥ�sahasā�
hatatviṣo�babhūvur�ālekhyasamarpitā�iva (3.15). I would like to thank Dr. Hannah 
Baader for pressing me on the significance of this word in the context of discussing 
representation (in a discussion after the talk), thus allowing me an opportunity to re-
think its importance in this verse. Sometime in the early 14th century, Indian and 
Tibetan Buddhist scholars seem to have, as it were, returned the compliment of 
Kālidāsa’s attentiveness to this image by re-inscribing the image of “splendor dest-
royed” into the opening verse of the translation of Kālidāsa’s Cloud Messenger 
(Meghadūta) into Tibetan (titled Sprin gyi pho nya) where it does not occur in Sansk-
rit, neither in the opening, nor in the poem entire: rje�bo�khros�pas�shin�tu�lci�ba’i�bka’�
lung�dag�gis�gzi�brjid�nyams�bar�’gyur�cig, a line which may be translated to say “[A 
certain yakṣa], his splendor destroyed by a curse weighted with his lord’s anger.” The 
translators—the Kashmirian Sumanaśrī, and the Tibetan Gelong Jangchub Tsemo 
(with the revisions of Namkha Zagpo)—have used the same phrase for the inserted 
comment about the being’s lost splendor (gzi� brjid) that was used by the Tibetan 
translators of verse 8.25 of Aśvaghoṣa’s Buddhacarita for the Sanskrit compound 
“hata-tviṣo”: dpung� pa� lag� pa�mnyam� źing� gzi� brjid� bcom�pa� yis. On the Tibetan 
translation of the Meghadūta, see Hermann Beckh, Die�tibetische�Übersetzung�von�
Kālidāsa’s�Meghadūta, Berlin: Verlag der Königlichen Akademie der Wissenschaf-
ten, 1906.
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and, suddenly, their lustre vitiated (hatatviṣo) by the innate effulgence of  

this well-born child which spread about the bed in the chamber, the midnight 

lamps were as if painted copies of lights.

I have emphasized the echoes to Aśvaghoṣa’s verse in bold. A child is 
born, and his innate beauty, figured as a source of light itself, casts the 
lamps in the bedchamber into shade (we would say). Kālidāsa, how-
ever, does not reach for that metaphor: he evokes, instead, a continuum 
of lights, evoking the reduction of light to inferior modes of inhabiting 
the visual domain through the striking reversal of the figure: the virtue 
of a child, not a light per se, but which can�only�be described as such, 
shows real lights to be less than they are, painted copies of lights, and 
so not sources of light, however valuable otherwise. The features 
which Kālidāsa may arguably have recalled from Aśvaghoṣa do not 
concern the grammatical texture, the curious distortion of the syntax, 
but the striking thought in the image of being like a likeness: that is, to 
lose the look of a real thing, when captured in the medium one might 
have thought best suited to it, and to be thereby reduced to a represen-
tation of oneself. The ideal of likeness, when mishandled by superfi-
cial treatments, can be reductive. But in Kālidāsa’s verse, this reduc-
tion is a celebration of how persons come into view, while in Aśvaghoṣa, 
it serves to mark the loss of our ordinary ways of being present. The 
overarching frame for Aśvaghoṣa’s verse makes that clear:

Other women, their luster vitiated …

          …stood, as if painted in place.

To capture the effect is not as easy as it might appear. In English, I have 
relegated the adjectival phrase “their luster vitiated” to a subordinate 
position (even as the Tibetan translation must do), despite the fact that 
it opens the verse in Sanskrit.66 The Chinese translation does not allow 

66    The Tibetan verse begins: “dpung�pa�lag�pa�mnyam�źing�gzi�brjid�bcom�pa�yis�|�|�bud�
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for the word at all, perhaps being a feature of metrical restrictions, 
though even so, it tells you about what the translators into Chinese 
thought had to be preserved. I would argue that much is lost when we 
drop the frame of splendor, or visual effulgence destroyed.

To suggest the effect one needs to have the right connotations 
for both the invocation of visual effulgence and painting, and have 
these connected in the right way with the value of the visual domain, 
with all its significance for revelation and seduction, its capacity to 
disclose, and dissimulate. All this, while intimating a reduction with 
the final figure. 

Not every translation can do that as easily as this Sanskrit 
frame. The Tibetan rendering for painting “ri mo bris pa” would liter-
ally be something brilliant, or at least variegated—or at the very least, 
visually interesting—put down on a surface. But the Sanskrit word 
here for painting (from the root “likh”) is just literally “something 
scratched on a surface,” something that might have taken up only the 
word “bris pa” in Tibetan, if that in Tibetan could have connoted both, 
scribal art and painting. The Sanskrit word for painting here (as op-
posed to other possible words, like “citra”) might evoke something 
beautiful, but not on its own, or not lexically, and not for the most part. 
And this semantic poverty is what expresses the reduction—some-
thing which suggests that it is a loss of sensible beauty that is a precon-
dition for representation. 

That works counter to our intuitions (and I would believe, the 
intuitions of many in South Asia when not depicted in literary conceits 
like this one). For the visual can be variegate, wonder evoking, and 
beautiful, and despite an awareness of the ambiguous possibilities in 

med�gzhan�rnams…” The women (bud�med�gzhan�rnams), indeed, as in the Sanskrit 
(and unlike in the English translations), do not appear explicitly till after the negative 
adjectives. But the phrase “splendor destroyed” (gzi�brjid) does not get to be the first 
word; it is the anatomizing participial clauses that divide up the women into their still 
limbs that gets the honor of setting the tone.
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the metaphoric expressiveness of appeals to the visual (or perhaps be-
cause of it), it has even enshrined in abiding metaphors our orienting 
conceptions of such values of a piece with the concepts of truth, knowl-
edge and even existence.67 Not everyone—certainly not the well-
heeled urban sophisticates whose world is portrayed in the manuals of 
pleasure and literature, nor theologians and theological poets of other 
faiths—believes that the relationship between representation on a sur-
face and phenomenological beauty is reductive: it could be additive, 
reflective, proliferating and enriching the sources of beauty. 68 It is 
surely not idle that words for beauty used by poets in Sanskrit often 
invoke not just light, but light in motion, light in different phases of 
fluidity, even congealing in temporarily solid forms.69

But we must disambiguate the celebration of light as the domain 
of presence from the celebration of tokens of it in representations. Even 
Kālidāsa, no Buddhist, invites us to reflect on this difference as we 
have seen above, and likewise, it is no part of Aśvaghoṣa’s point to take 
away from the value of the conditions of presence, celebrated in visual 
metaphors—the point, rather, in Aśvaghoṣa’s reorienting metaphor of 
people being like paintings of themselves when their beauty, their in-

67    For a European perspective, see Hans Blumenberg, “Light as a Metaphor for Truth: 
At the Preliminary Stage of Concept Formation”, in: David Kleinberg-Levin (ed.), 
Modernity and the Hegemony of Vision, Berkeley: University of California Press, 
1993, 30-62. For a broader perspective, see now the essays in Matthew T. Kapstein 
(ed.), The Presence of Light: Divine Radiance and Religious Experience, Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2004, particularly Kapstein’s “Rethinking Religious 
Experience: Seeing the Light in the History of Religions” in the same volume.

68    For these effects in Aśvaghoṣa, see Matthew T. Kapstein, “The�Sensualist,�The�Sage,�
and�the�Dancing�Girl’s�Brow:�Personal�Identity�and�Self-Cultivation”, in: Matthew T. 
Kapstein, Reason’s�Traces:�Identity�and�Interpretation�in�Indian�and�Tibetan�Bud-
dhist Thought, Boston: Wisdom Publications, 2001, 135-160, here 143.

69    See the now classic essay by D. H. H. Ingalls, “Words for Beauty in Classical Sansk-
rit Poetry”, in: Ernest Bender (ed.), American�Oriental� Series� vol.� 47,� Indological�
Studies in Honor of W. Norman Brown, New Haven: American Oriental Society, 
1962, 87-107; see also David Smith, “Beauty and Words Relating to Beauty in the 
Rāmāyaṇa and the Kāvyas of Aśvaghoṣa and Kālidāsa’s Kumārasaṃbhava, The 
Journal of Hindu Studies, 3, 2010, 36-52.
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nate splendor, is lost is an invitation to reconsider the very idea of pres-
ence, preserved with egg-shell fragility in our commonplaces. For 
what in the domain of beauty, of light in motion, do we value?

In the colophon to a work Aśvaghoṣa once said that what he of-
fers us is “a semblance of literature (kāvya-vyāja): “I have recounted 
the truth (tattva) in the guise of poetry (kāvya-vyāja)”.70 That is, there 
is a likeness between his words, and those composed according to the 
criteria governing the use of language made beautiful to generate 
pleasure. This is one way in which Aśvaghoṣa’s religious commit-
ments, his orientation to the truth disclosed by the Buddha, his faith 
(śraddhā), or quality of devoted attention, enters into his language. 

What is to be gained by this way of inhabiting language is a 
long story; but were one were to distill it, it would amount to this. It 
allows Aśvaghoṣa a fit between his faith and his grammar, as it were. 
It allows him to enact in his poetics the conversion his faith endorses 
as intrinsically valuable. His art is the concealment of truth in a lan-
guage constituted by the semblance of ornament; and allowing one to 
experience, and to think through this semblance is to promote the pos-

70    This is in the colophon to his Saundarananda, which reads in Linda Covill’s transla-
tion as follows: “This composition on the subject of liberation is for calming the rea-
der, not for his pleasure. It is fashioned out of the medicine of poetry with the inten-
tion of capturing an audience whose minds are on other things. Thinking how it could 
be made pleasant, I have handled in it things other than liberation, things introduced 
due to the character of poetry, as bitter medicine is mixed with honey when it is 
drunk. Seeing that the world generally holds the pleasure of sensory experience up-
permost and is resistant to liberation, I, holding liberation to be paramount, have de-
scribed the truth in the guise of poetry. Knowing this, that part which relates to peace 
should be carefully extracted from it, not the entertaining part; serviceable gold ne-
cessarily comes from ore-born dust. (ity�eṣā�vyupaśāntaye�na�rataye�mokṣārthagarbhā�
kṛtiḥ�śrotṝṇāṃ�grahaṇārtham�anyamanasāṃ�kāvyopacārāt�kṛtā�/�yan�mokṣāt�kṛtam�
anyad�atra�hi�mayā�tat�kāvyadharmāt�kṛtaṃ�pātuṃ�tiktam�ivauṣadhaṃ�madhuyutaṃ�
hṛdyaṃ� kathaṃ� syād� iti� //� (18.63)� prāyeṇālokya� lokaṃ� viṣayaratiparaṃ� mokṣāt�
pratihataṃ�kāvyavājena�tattvaṃ�kathitam�iha�mayā�mokṣaḥ�param�iti�/ tad buddhvā 
śāmikaṃ yat tad avahitam ito grāhyaṃ na lalitaṃ pāṃsubhyo dhātujebhyo niyatam 
upakaraṃ cāmīkaram iti //(18.64).” Linda Covill (trans.), Handsome�Nanda,�by�Ash-
vaghosha, Clay Sanskrit Library, New York: New York University Press, 2007.
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sibility of waking up to truth in language beyond the semblance of 
ornament. 

The phenomenological experience of language Aśvaghoṣa 
makes available, and the experiences language enables through 
Aśvaghoṣa’s ironic poetics of literary semblance, remains a distinctive 
and powerfully compelling aesthetic. It enacts through narrative the 
disabusing function time has for most of us: more or less disabusing us 
by slow degrees of our preoccupation with the enchanting surfaces of 
things. Or so I have argued elsewhere.71 My reading of Aśvaghoṣa’s 
verse of the women who disappeared into a painting of themselves was 
an attempt to see his aesthetic vision realized at even this scale of at-
tention. To not have taken our time with it would have left us no more 
than with a pretty ornamental figure: the figure of painted people, a 
commonplace.

It is, thus, a rather appropriate verse to read slowly, or to learn 
to read slowly, to adapt Nietzsche’s implicit criterion for being a phi-
lologist (for remaining a philologist once the professional cards and 
club memberships have been turned back in), which is, of course, not 
alone that one reads slowly—as I have too often heard him quoted to 
say—nor that one records another reading slowly, but rather, that one 
teaches, perhaps oneself, perhaps others, to read slowly.72

71    See Kachru, “The Last Embrace of Color and Leaf”. 
72    In a Preface added to the 1886 edition of The Dawn, Nietzsche writes (in the transla-

tion of J. M. Kennedy): “I have not been a philologist in vain – perhaps I am one yet: 
a teacher of slow reading… Philology is that venerable art which exacts from its fol-
lowers one thing above all – to step to one side, to leave themselves spare moments, 
to grow silent, to become slow – the leisurely art of the goldsmith applied to language: 
an art which must carry out slow, fine work, and attains nothing if not lento. For this 
very reason philology is now more desirable than ever before; for this very reason it 
is the highest attraction and incitement in an age of ‘work’: that is to say, of haste, of 
unseemly and immoderate hurry-skurry, which is intent upon ‘getting things done’ at 
once, even every book, whether old or new. Philology itself, perhaps, will not ‘get 
things done‘ so hurriedly: it teaches how to read well: i.e. slowly, profoundly, atten-
tively, prudently, with inner thoughts, with the mental doors ajar, with delicate fin-
gers and eyes.” Friedrich Nietzsche, The Dawn: Thoughts on the Prejudices of Mora-
lity, (In German: 1881, and republished with a new preface: 1886). Friedrich 
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Like Nietzsche, Lindsay Waters, the executive editor for the Humani-
ties at Harvard University Press has championed slow reading, which 
he describes after Nietzsche, stating Nietzsche’s definition of philol-
ogy correctly as, firstly, “the art of teaching people…” But where we 
would expect “to read slowly”, Waters adds the following gloss: “the 
art of teaching people to go aside, to take time, to become still, to be-
come slow”.73 For Waters, there is slow (and more or less slow, and 
quick) writing even as there are different paces in reading.74 That 
sounds to me almost like he has read Aśvaghoṣa, and not Nietzsche 
alone, though of course he has not. But then Nietzsche sounds like he 
has read Aśvaghoṣa, especially when the former speaks of slow read-
ing as “the leisurely art of the goldsmith applied to language.” These 
are images with which Aśvaghoṣa addresses his auditors at the close of 
his work. 

Aśvaghoṣa’s implicit metaphor for reading (or listening) is not 
only to be slow, but to become slow. It is, we might say, to read, and 
listen slowly, in order to become stilled (śānta), which is a metaphor for 
the quelling of disturbing, random motions. The ambition such an im-
age promotes (with its register of philosophical quiescence is apt) for 
his semblance of literary Sanskrit, that is, his art of generating a like-
ness of literature through language, is in aid of promoting the calm that 

Nietzsche, The Dawn of Day, trans. J. M. Kennedy, New York: Dover Philosophical 
Classics, 2007. The inimitable V. N. Toporov already invited scholars and readers to 
allow Sanskrit literature a creative genius sufficient to challenge the expectations we 
bring to literature, and to allow its self-conscious literary texture to encourage slow 
reading on our part, in his Drevneindijskaya�drama�Shudraki�“Glinyanaya�Povozka”.�
Priglashenie k medlennomu chteniyu (Śūdraka’s “The Little Clay Cart”, an Ancient 
Indian Drama: Invitation to Slow Reading), Moscow, 1998.

73    Lindsay Waters, “Time for Reading”, The Chronicle for Higher Education, 53/23, 
February 9th, 2007, B6. Waters’ manifesto (for that is really what this piece is) can be 
found online: http://www.rescogitans.it/main.php?articleid=260, [accessed: 25.12.2014].

74    Though perhaps inevitably making some reference to semantics, I do not think this 
practice is limited to literature alone. One of the finest examples of slow reading of 
which I am aware is that of Edward Snow’s study of Bruegel’s “Game of Children” 
(1560), Inside Bruegel, quoted above. My essay owes much to Snow’s habits of “rea-
ding” as he puts it. 
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Buddhist forms of cultivating the self are thought to promote. And 
with his art goes a form of reading (or hearing language) that is analo-
gized on the model of cultivating the self through forms of attention. 
Aśvaghoṣa’s master image for the use of language is one of taking 
time, of care, of precision, of delving. This is his last word: “knowing 
this, that part which relates to peace should be carefully extracted from 
it, not the entertaining part; serviceable gold necessarily comes from 
ore-born dust.” The allusion is to the quality of mind recommended by 
the Buddha for a meditator cleansing and analyzing his mind in an ex-
tended analogy to the meticulous way in which one sifts through dust, 
of fine grained dirt, necessary when one is sifting for gold. Waters 
would appreciate this, for he too wishes to understand “becoming 
slow” through reading as something distinct from mere close reading. 
As he says, almost echoing Horace on the quality of attention both 
painting and literature demand from us, “the most skillful writers are 
always playing with our timing as readers, for example by retarding 
our progress through their works, causing us to linger and pay closer 
attention than we might have wanted.”

This is the quality of attention I have tried to evoke through 
considering, from different vistas, the single image of becoming a 
likeness of oneself. But if our verse, and the verse with which we  
began this essay teaches us anything, it is that there can be semblances 
of stillness, even as there can be semblances of activity. Such a verse 
challenges us to rethink our very models of attention, to consider the 
moving and unmoving surfaces of our representations, as it were.

Like Horace, but for a different reason, Aśvaghoṣa might have 
us consider the continuity of painting and poetry far longer than the 
time it took to read his image: he would have us, I believe, linger with 
it, return to look at it again, and then again, encountering thereby how-
ever much of ourselves our fictions allow us to see.
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